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CHAPTER - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The problem of establ ishing the raechanism of nuclear 
interactions i s as o ld as nuclear physics i t s e l f . The t-wo 
theoretical approaches'^ to this problem are s 
a) model treatment 
b) many-body methods in nuclear physics. 
Model treatment i s s inpler , since in th is approach the 
actual state of a f f a i r s of the nuclear many-body system i s 
replaced by a mafchexnatically solvable model- Many-body methods 
are more rigorous, vjhere the continuous states of co l l i s ion * 
problem are treated in analogous way to the bound states of the 
nucleons in the nucleus. Model treatment being eas ier , has 
been most freqpiently applied to the nuclear phenomena. Though 
i t i s f e l t that many-body approach i s more exact and probably 
a complete theory of nuclear interactions would fo l low the 
l ines of nuclear many-body approach. 
Tlie ea r l i e s t attempt^^ to explain the nuclear phenomena, 
e .g . size of the reaction cross-section (then general ly predicted 
2) 
to be of the order of nuclear dimensions ) were based on a 
sinple potentia l wel l model. This model assumes that the 
passage of incident pa r t i c l e through the target nucleus does 
not disturb the state of the target nucleus appreciably. 2) Potential wel l model predicts only two types of reactions. 
2 
e l a s t i c scattering and radiat ive capture. Elast ic scattering 
dondnates the scene, since neutron t rave ls through the nuclear 
potential fo r a time imch smaller than the electromagnetic 
transit ion time and hence radiative capture becomes more 
infjrobable. Another feature of the potentia l wel l model i s 
the presence of maxima in the cross-sections at widely spaced 
4-9) 
energies. On the contrary, i t was observed experimentally, 
that neutron cross-sections show large var iat ions in size within 
the energy interval of few electron vo l t s and at these resonances 
capture dominates. 
In 1936 Bohr"^ ®^ introduced the idea of the conpound 
nucleus models an antithesis of the s ingle par t i c l e model. I t 
assumes that a l l the nucleons forming target nucleus or incident 
upon i t interact strongly. As a consequence of strong in te r -
action, the incident pa r t i c l e and the nucleus coalesce, forming 
a conpound state in which a l l or very many nucleons part ic ipate 
co l l ect ive ly . T^ he observed sharp resonances are the energy 
Values of the quantum states of the corrpound system. Tliese 
states are quasi stationary. The Heisenberg uncertainty 
relat ion can be used to correlate the l i f e time of the compound 
state and the width of the resonance. From the width of the 
observed resonances l i fet ime of the conpound states turns out 
to be of the order of lO'^^sec, a time coitparable with e l ec t ro -
magnetic transit ion time. 
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Though Bohr's conpound nucleus theory successfu l ly 
explained the presence of sharp and c losely spaced resonance 
In the cross-section and the dominance of radiat ive capture 
over e l a s t i c scattering- there was no mathematical frame work 
in quantum mechanics to give quantitative description of i t . 
Breit Wigner^^^ treatment of the nuclear reactions based on 
t ine dependent perturbation theory* resulted in an expression 
f o r the cross-section s imi lar to the one obtained in opt ica l 
dispersion. Breit Wigner's f onmla could success i^ l ly explain 
the nuclear reaction cross-sections taking place through the 
individual coirpound nuclear l eve l s . 
With the increasing energy/ cortpound nuclear l eve l s 
become more and more c loser and ultimately s tar t over- lapping. 
Description in terms of individual leve ls becomesinpracticable. 
Bohr generalised h i s theory f o r the intermediate and high energy 
region by making the fol lowing assuxttptionss 
a) devide the nuclear reaction into two steps, the formation 
of the coicpound nucleus and i t s subsequent decay 
b) decay i s independent of the mode of formation. 
Reaction cross-section can be calculated ' i n t?rms of compound 
nucleus formation cross-section, and inverse cross-section 
corresponding to a certain mode of decay. This method of calcu-
la t ing cross-section i s re ferred to as " s t a t i s t i c a l model." 
The excited conpound system i s considered to be a heated system 
and i t s subsequent decay as evaporation of the par t ic les^ 
Independence of the mode of formation and the mode of decay i s a 
li 
2) reasonable assunptlon at higher energies, where the nuiriber 
of overlapping states i s very la rge . Relative phases involved 
act with respect to decay as i f they were random. However, in 
the intermediate energy region s t a t i s t i c a l model gives an 
average cross-section over many resonances within a certain 
energy interval and so independence hypothesis turns out to be 
a good approximation. Ghoshal^^^ has shown experimentally the 
va l i d i t y of independence hypothesis f o r the compound nuclear 
reactions. 
The two assuxrptions of the Bohr, namelys a) formation 
of the coxrpound nucleus as soon as incident part ic le reaches 
target nucleus surfaces, b) independence hypothesis, have been 
challenged by some experimental f ac ts . Experimentally observed 
fact', that in certain reactions, emitted par t i c l es show d i rec -
t ional memory with respect to the direction of incident pa r t i c l e , 
and few other,y^contrary to the independence hypothesis. Ih ree -
dimensional p lot of the e3cperimental t o ta l cross-sectioni^"^®^ 
against energy (E) and atomic mass number (A) exhibits maxima 
and minima at values of E & A which cannot be e33)lained on 
corrpound nucleus model, on the other hand i t rather suggests 
the use of potential well model. 
A due com^iromise between compound nucleus model and the 
single pa r t i c l e model was achieved by Fashbach, Porter and 
19) 
Weisskopf . In doing so, a complex nuclear potentia l f i e l d 
( - V ^ ( T ) - i V j ^ ( X ) ) was taken. The target nucleus in th is 
niodel behaves l ike a moderate absorber in contrast to i t s 
behaviour l i ke a strong absorber in corrpound nucleus model. 
In th is model an incident pa r t i c l e need not form conpound 
nucleus r ight at the instant of i t s entry into the nuclear 
sur face . I t can move a certain distance within the nucleus 
be fore i t coalesces to form a conpound nucleus. "She wave form 
20) can be represented by 
i [Cko+iK ) x - uot3 = e i CfeoX-iot ) 
This e3g)ression represents a wave penetrating the medium and 
stead i ly decreasing in anplitude. This model i s r e f e r red to as 
"Cloudy Crystal Ba l l model" or "Optical model" Optical model 
approach opens up the p o s s i b i l i t y of an other c l ass o f reactions 
21) 
namely "d i rec t " react ions. In these reactions incident 
p a r t i c l e may interpenetrate target nucleus without forming 
conpound nucleus, and scatter with o r without br inging about 
a change in the interna l structure. Existence of d i rect reactions 22—24) 
has been revealed in many experiments . I t i s be l ieved 
that d i rect reaction contribute a l i t t l e to the to ta l cross -
section, except in p a r t i cu l a r circumstances the i r contribution 21) 
exceeds the conpound nucleus process. 
A rigorous theory of nuclear reactions (not dependent 
upon any model or any mathematical approximation) was put for th OC ^ £ \ by Kapur and Pe ie r l s ' in 1938. This theory and i t s 
27) 28 29) subsequent versions by Bre i t ' and Wigner with coworkers, ' 
provided a very s a t i s f ac to ry frame^::^^ork f o r discussing nuclear 
react ions. 
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Present situation with regard to the establishment of 
reaction mechansira i s quite unsatisfactory. I t i s observed 
that no reaction mechanism can explain the experimental results 
s a t i s f a c to r i l y over a wide range of energy or over a wide range 
of the periodic tab le , even for a single spec i f i c reaction. 
However/ large discrepancies in the experiniental result reported 
by d i f f e rent group of workers also put a l imit to the estab-
lishment of the reaction mechanism. From this point of view 
precise measurements and atterrpt to un i fy experimental data are 
necessary for a more accurate knowledge of the reaction mechanism. 
Of the various poss ib le channels to study the nuclear 
reaction mechanism/ studies of the size of nuclear reaction 
cross-sections have been most extensively used. Ever since 
the existence of neutron^^^ was established/ i t has been regarded 
as one of the most use fu l par t i c l e to probe into nuclear reactions-
Neutron has no charge and can eas i l y penetrate nucleus without 
encountering any coulomb ba r r i e r . At present a bulk of neutron 
cross-section data (total" , pa r t i a l and di f ferevit ia l cross-sections 
i s avai lab le . The app l i cab i l i ty of the d i f f e rent reaction 
mechanisms have been tested by corrparing the experimental 
results mth the theoretical predictions. Systematic regu la r i t i es 
in reaction cross-sections have been studied to give insight 
into the nuclear structure i . e . shel l e f f ec t s * pair ing e f f e c t s 
etc . i^art from i t s use in the understanding of the reaction 
mechanism/ nuclear reaction cross-section studies are also use fu l 
€ 3l 32} in the reactor design and the s t e l l a r nuclosynthesis theories. ' 
7 
Present work i s an addition to the neutron reaction 
cross-section studies. irit ^ ) , (n, oC)^ (n^p) and (n.2n) 
cross-sections have been measured. Details of neutron 
sources (used in the present measurements) ; iteasurement: 
techniques and the associated errors are given in CHiapter I I . 
^/hereas the detai ls of the individual measureitents, choice 
o f standard reactions etc . are discussed chapterwise (dhap.I I I 
to V I ) . 
Neutron radiative capture cross-sections are measured 
at 24 keV neutrcn energy using an antiitiony beryll ium photo-
33) 
neutron source. iTie results of these measurements are 
coitpared with the prediction of s t a t i s t i c a l theory. S ta t i s t i ca l 
theory gives an average cross-section over conpound nucleus 34) leve ls within the energy spread of incident neutrons. Margolis 
formalism for (n, ) cross-section based on s t a t i s t i c a l theory 
35—37) 
have been used. A general ly observed fact . that s t a t i s -
t i c a l model approach i s much dependent on parameters* brings 
in certain uncertainties in the conparison of the s t a t i s t i c a l 
theory predictions with the experimental resu l ts . An e a r l i e r 
observed trend^^^ in the var iat ion of parameter 
(where D i s level spacing and Ty radiation width) with T i s 
reconfirmed. (For deta i l s see C!hap. I I I ) . 
At 14.8 MeV neutron energy few (n, ) measurements were 
performed. Neutrons at this energy were produced by the 
bombardment of 120 keV deuteron beam on tr it ium (d i f fused in 
a thin zirconium l aye r ) . Results of present Y^) cross -
section measurements at 14,8 tteV and those of e a r l i e r 
measurements^^~^^^ in th is energy region were used to test 
direct and send-direct capture theory as proposed by various 
42-41) 
workers , f o r neutron radiative capture at higher energies. 
Lane and Lynn^^^ have developed formalism fo r direct capture. 
Their approach to deduce direct capture formalism was that 
the rigorous theory of nuclear reactions proposed by f e i e r l s 
25) 
and Kapur must be capable of describing a l l types of reactions. 
Neglect of mechanism other than corrpound nucleus one i s 
achieved on the assurrption that formal corrpound system states, 
f a r away from the energy where cortroound nucleus i s formed/ 
can be ignored. A break down in this assuirption must give the 
direct reaction cross-section. SSihancement over direct capture 
due to "semidirect" or " co l l ec t ive " capture i s taken into 45) 
account by the use of Browns enhancement factor . 14,8 MeV 
neutron capture cross-section data i s also used to investigate 
shel l e f f e c t s . Detai ls of these studies are given in CSiap.IV. 
Apart from ( n , / ) cross-sections a few {n,2n)/ (n^p) 
and (n# oC ) cross-sections were also measured. A large nurriber 
have measured neutron cross-sections in 
the 14 MeV energy region. The experirrental resu l ts have been 
corrpared with the theoretical predictionsf®""^'^^ A general 
conclusion arrived at i s that s t a t i s t i c a l theory can wel l 
explain the size of (n,2n) cross-sections. In (n,p) reactions 
quite a s igni f icant part i s contributed by direct reaction 
53) 
mechanism. Systematic regualr i tes have been studied in(n*2n) 
(n^p) and (n,eC) cross-sections. * Shell e f f e c t s in (n#2n) 
(n»p) and (n# <L) cross-section vfere predicted by many workerl®^^^*®^^ 
but in the recent years the i r existence have been doubted by few 
workers^^'®^^ However, i t i s observed that discrepancies in the 
experimental results are in some cases quite large , when reported 
by two or nore groups of workers. I t i s worth while to repeat 
some of the measurements with more precis ion. I t appears that 
in some cases large s t a t i s t i c a l errors in counting may cause 
large uncertainties in the resu l ts . Large s t a t i s t i c a l counting 
errors may be either due to the small percentage abundance of a 
par t icu lar isotope in the natural element or due to the production 
of many ac t i v i t i e s in the i r radiated saxtple. In suchjeases use 
of enriched isotopes i s advisable. Present measurements of 
14.8 MeV neutron cross-sections [^other than (n, have been 
performed using some enriched isotopes. Experimental resu l ts of 
(n#2n) and (n,p) cross-sections are conpared with the s t a t i s t i c a l 
theory predictions^®'^^^Details of these measurements are given 
in chapter ent i t led 'H4.8 MeV N&utron Cross-section Measurements." 
In nuclear reaction studies l eve l density plays an inportant 
ro l e . Level density can be detenrdned only for some given nuclear, 
model. Bethe^^^ introduced the idea of applying s t a t i s t i c a l 
mechanism at excitation energies where the density of the l eve l s 
i s reasonably high. Treatment of neutron and protons as non-
12) interacting Fermions gives the equation of state as 
E = at^ 
i ; ' 
where E i s the excitation energy/ t i s thernradynamic 
temperature and "a" i s a constant general ly re ferred to as 
leve l density parameter. The form of l eve l density may be 
given as^^^ 
f(E) e3?p 2' (aS)''^ 
The treatment based on Permi gas model has many short -
comings. I t does not include the e f f e c t of col lect ive degrees 
of freedom, pa r t i c l e correlations (which are responsible f o r 
pairing interaction e tc . ) and shel l e f f e c t s . Various refinements 
have been proposed in the form of l eve l density. Lang and 
72) 
LeCouteur proposed a more correct form fo r the equation of 
state as : 2 
E = at' ' - t 
which leads to an escpression of leve l density as s 
f(E)oC (E+t ) "^ exp 2 73) 
A careful study of the shel l e f f e c t s by Newton gave 
f(E) = (25^+1)"^ (25^+1)"" ^ (2E + ( ^ - 8.75) 
and 
E = 0.076 (J^ + Jp + 1) A^/^ t^ 
where J ,^^  J^ are suitable averages of s ingle pa r t i c l e angular 
momenta and vary with nuclide numbers. They are tabulated in 
Ref. 73). 
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The angular roomentum dependent leve l density/ derived 
71 74) through s t a t i s t i c a l approach/ may be given as« ' 
^(E/J) = (2J + 1) exp[-CJ + 
where f(E/J) i s the density of l eve ls with angular ir-omentum 
J end at an excitation energy E? ?(E/O) i s the density of 
levels with angular inomentum O at the same excitation energy 
" ^ " termed as spin cutoff parameter and characterises 
spin distr ibution of l eve l s . Theoretical ly can be 
written as : 
2 o^^ = c . t sp 
2 where c ^ i s moment of inert ia of the nucleus. In the "Fermi 
2 
gas model" treatment c ^ corresponds to r i g i d body non^nt of 
2 inert ia and ov, _ can be written ass 
and , 
^rig = 2/5 mAR^  
where R i s radius and (m.A) i s mass of the nucleus. 
In the case of departure from. Fermi gas model i . e . at 
low excitation energy where residual interactions are quite 
signif icant/ one can write for T^N/^  the fol lowing equation. 
OS^P = ( ^ r i g . A ^ ) . t . A(E) 
where A(E) may be a certain function of excitation energy E. 
Since enough experimental evidences are not avai lab le to 
1 2 
liaevtia 
predict var iat ion of tnoment ofAwith the energy? exact 
behaviour of with the energy i s not known 
76) For reasonably higher excitation energy one can write 
= sp 
2 ^ 1 fE\ 
L.2 * U J 
A general ly noted fact i s that at lower excitation 
energy nuclear moment of inert ia ( I ) i s smaller than due 
to the part ic le correlat ion etc . Srrplrically i t i s predicted 
20) that at low excitation energies, 
^ = ^ ^r ig . 
i s an inportant parameter from, the point of view of 
angular momentum distr ibut ion in the excited nuclear l eve l s . 
7 3 77 80) 
Many attenpts ' ~ have been made to study (Tv^p. Huizenga 
81 82) 
and Vandenbosch ' suggested a method to calculate with 
the isomeric cross-section rat ios . A large number of 
workers®^"'^^ have measured isomeric rat ios f o r d i f f e rent 
nuclear reactions and at various energies. From these exper i -lO 3 
mental results they have calculated Presently fo r Rh 
'Rh reaction, isomeric cross-section rat ios are 
measured at many energies. Following Huizenga method i s 
calculated at these energies, to study i t s energy dependence. 
Isomeric cross-section ratios measured at 14.8 KeV fo r (n#2n) 
reactions are also used to calculate These " are sp sp 
compared with ( j-^g i*©- value o f ov^p corresponding to 
r i g i d body moment of ine r t i a . Detai ls are given in Cihap.VI. 
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CHAPTER - I I 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2,1 Neutron Production and I r radiat ion Proeedurss 
Nuclear reactions, \^ich give neutrons as reaction product, 
may be used f o r the production of neutrons* Pract ica l u t i l i t y 
of certain nuclear reaction from the point of view of neutron 
production i s determined by the fol lowing factst 
a) Y ie ld of the neutrons f o r a given f lux of the bombarding 
pa r t i c l e s nust be high. High neutron y ie ld i s evidently 
acconpariied by the high value of the cross-section. 
b) There mast be certain source to provide high f l ux o f 
monoenergetic bombarding pa r t i c l e s , at an energy above the 
threshold of the nuclear reaction yie lding neutrons. 
c) The spread in the energy of the emitted neutrons mist be 
small* 
Generally (oC,n) and (Y,n) reactions are used f o r the 
production of neutrons, using oC-particles and / - rays from their 
respective natural ly occuring radioactive emitters. The use of 
these typesof sources i s l imited to the production of neutrons 
at i so lated energies, p o t h e r p o s s i b i l i t y i s the use of 
accelerated charged pa r t i c l e s l i ke proton, deuteron,triton and 
<<,-pairticle e tc . , obtained from charged pa r t i c l e accelerators . 
Bombardment of these accelerated charged pa r t i c l e s on suitable 
targets y ie lds neutrons. The latteer type of neutron sources 
have twofold advantages over the former ones: 
1 8 
a) Relatively high f lux of neutrons can be obtained. 
b) Neutrons can be obtained at d i f f e rent energies in a certain 
energy interval by varying the energy of the bonibarding par t ic les . 
A. 24 - keV neutrons. 
llie fact that threshold f o r (/»n) reaction in deuterium 
and beryllium nuclei are 2.18 MeV and 1.63 MeV respectively, maXes 
these two convenient target nuclei f o r the production of neutrons 
using / - r ays from /-emitters. In our measurements we have used 
an antimony-beiyllium photo-neutron source, \^ich was obtained 
from BHABHA ATOMIC RESBARC3J CENTRE, TROMBAY, BGMBAY-85, In this 
source 1.692 MBV /-rays of are used to in i t i a te (/,n) 
reaction in beryllium.^ The h a l f l i f e of the Sb-Be photo-neutron 
124 
source i s the same_as that of Sb i . e . 60 days. 
Wattenberg et al.^^ have made an extensive study of 
sources / and have given an expression fo r the energy of emitted 
neutrons in a certain (V#n) reaction. The energy of the emitted 
neutrons in antimony-beryllium photo-neutron source has been 
measured by various and the accepted value i s 24 keV. 
Hoove r , i n ^ - B e photo-neutron source, there i s always a contami-7) 
nation due to a second neutron group of energy 380 keV. "fhis 
neutron group comes as a result of (Y#n) reaction due to 2.044 MeV 
Y^rays of ^^^SSj. The intensity of 2.044 MeV /'-rays in ^^^Sb i s 
very small and so the percentage of 380 keV neutrons i s as small 
as 4.4%. 
Sb - Be PHOTONEUTRON SOURCE . 
£ 
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The spread in the energy of endtted neutrons i s par t ly due 
to the inherent angle between the direction of einitted neutron 
and the bombarding part ic le , and par t ly due to the ine las t i c 
scattering of the neutrons within the source i t s e l f . a?he spread 
in the ©lergy of the neutron in the present photoneutron source 
i s apptx>ximately 3 F i g . l shows the constructional deta i l s 
of Sb-Be photo-neutron source. The neutron f lux at the place of 
i r rad iat ion of the sairple was<^/lO^ neutrons/sec. The presence 
of scattered neutrons at the place of i r radiat ion would introduce 
serious e r ro r in the measurements. So special care was taken to 
minimize the presence of these neutrons at the place of i r rad iat ion . 
I rradiat ions were carried out In a room at remote location. 
An aOluminium stand was used to keep the source and the sanple 
assembly ( target sainples sandwitched between the standard samples) 
during i r rad iat ion . Remote location of i r radiat ion w d absence 
of any scattering material near the place of i r radiat ion could 
successful ly minimize the scattered neutjrons. Measurement of 
cross-section with sanple wrapped in cadmium f o i l and without being 
wrapped in Cadmium f o i l , did not show any di f ference in the value 
of cross-section* 
B. 14.8 - MeV Neutron. 
The exoergic reaction H^ (d#n) ^ e was used f o r the production 
of 14.8 MeV neutrons. 130 keV deuteron beam from the Cockroft-
'N 
O) 
Walton Accelerator designed in our laboratory was made to f a l l or\ 
a thin tr i t ium target to i n i t i a t e the reaction: 
9 0 
^ 2jj ^ ^ + + 17.58 MeV (1) 
Stuaies^®'^^^ of ^ (d,n) Sle reaction have shown that ^ A 
th is reaction has a resonance around 130 keV deuteron lx>nft>arding 
energy, and the cross-section at resonance i s 5 bams. Arnold 
et al?"^^ found that at 130 keV boiribarding energy the intensity 
of the emitted neutrons i s maxinura at zero d e g r ^ with respect 
to the incident deuteron beam in laboratory system. 
3 4 Neutron,being the l ighter reaction product in j^H(d#n) ^ e 
12) 
reaction, takes away most of the ava i lab le energy. Powler e t a l 
have tabulated the energy of the neutrons at d i f f e rent bontoarding 
energies and at d i f f e rent laboratory angles. At 130 keV bombarding 
energy of the deuteron, 14,8 MeV neutron are produced in the 
forward direction at zero degree with respect to the direction 
of deuteron beam. For the geometry of our i r radiat ions the 
upper l imit f o r the energy spread^^^ was + 0 . 5 MeV. 
A 2nS ( luc i te ) crystal mounted on Du-Mond 6292 photo-
mult ip l ie r tube was used as the neutron monitor. I t was kept 
at 90® to the direction of the deuteron beam, and at a place 
50 cmSk away from the target . 
The sanple assembly was i r rad iated in the O® forward 
direction with respect to the deuteron beam, by keeping i t at 
( 
the outer side of 0.28 cm. thick brass backing to whose other 
s ide tr it ium target was f ixed . 
1 ^ 1 
The ine las t i c scattering of neutrons with the wal ls of 
the room or any heavy scatterer may give r i se to slow neutrons. 
The presence of these slow neutrons at the place of i r rad iat ion 
may cause errors in the measurements. In our e3g)eriment the 
nearest wal l from the place of i r rad iat ion was at a distance of 
more than 1.5 meter and so slow neutron bacJcgiround was reasonably 
small. There was no hydrogenous material near the place of 
i r radiat ion and so the thermal neutron f lux was almost neg l i g ib le . 
14) 
Perkin et a l * have used the same i r rad iat ion geometry in h i s 
experiment as ours, and have put an upper l imit f o r the rat io 
of thermal to 14.8 MsV neutrons as 2x10 . A contamination may 
also be there due to a second group of 2.8 MeV neutrons. This 
group of neutrons may be due to the reaction 
^ + ?H Sie + i n . 
1 1 2 O 
However, the cross-section f o r the ^ (d#n) ^He reaction 
at 130 keV bombarding energy i s as low as 15 irib., which i s ituch 
smaller than 5 bam, the cross-section f o r the ^H(d,n) ^ e 
reaction. Hence the rat io of the 2.8 JhteV neutron f lux to l4.8MeV 
neutrons i s l ess than 1/300, 
C. 2r3 MeV- Neutrons. 
Neutrons in the energy range 2-3 MeV were produced by 
the endothermic reaction ^ ( p , n ) jH© i . e . 
JH + ^ ^ e + ^n - 0.764 Kev (2) 
2 2 
Accelerated proton beam was obtained from the Van-de-
Graff accelerator, B,A.R. C., TroRibay# Bombay. The energy of 
the emitted neutrons at various proton energies and at d i f f e rent 
12) 
laboratory angles was taken from the table of Fowler et a l . 
The d i f f e rent proton beam energies and the corresponding emitted 
neutron energies* used in our e3g5eriment are given below* 
Proton SSaergy Neutron Energy 
2,8 MeV 2.0 + .2 MeV 
3.4 MeV 2.6 + .25 MeV 
3.6 MeV 2.8 + .28 MeV 
The i r radiat ion >gas carried out at 0® latoratory angle to 
the direction of proton beam. The spread in the neutron energy 
i s obtained by estimating the so l id angle subtended by the sairple 
at the point vjhere neutrons were produced. 
2.2 Measurement liechniquess 
iSiere are two techniques general ly used f o r the cross -
section measurements: 
a. Pronpt pa r t i c l e measurement technique. 
b . Activation technique. 
Another technique which i s exclusively used f o r (n,/) 
cross-section measurfwanents i s the spherical she l l transmission 
technique. Spherical she l l transmission measurements do not 
require absolute detection e f f i c i enc i e s . Ih is technique has few 
disadvantages, f o r exairple, i t can be used with homogeneous 
2 3 
neutroii sources^ and requires large sanples. Moreover# in 
Spherical shel l transmission experiments corrections f o r s e l f 
shielding e f f ec t s are some time d i f f i c u l t . 
The pre - requis i te f o r pronpt pa r t i c l e measurements i s the 
knowledge of emitted proirpt par t i c l e spectrum alongwith the 
corresponding detection e f f i c i enc i e s . Pronpt pa r t i c l e measure-
ments as wel l as spherical she l l transmission measurements 
both require separated isotopes* 
In activation technique cross-section i s determined by 
fol lowing the induced ac t i v i t i e s in the saRple. The ac t i v i t i e s 
are produced as a consequence of the neutron reaction with the 
target isotopes. Activation technique measures the cross-section 
f o r the formation of spec i f i c product and has high sens i t iv i ty . 
However, the use of activation technique i s l imited to those 
product nuclei which have convenient h a l f l i v e s and establ ished 
decay.schemes. The formalism f o r the activation n«asurements 
i s outlined below. 
Let a sairple be i r rad iated by a neutron beam with f l ux % 
The number of target nuclei , which y ie ld a certain radioactive 
reaction product (P) on being i r radiated with neutrons be N^. 
Then the equation which governs the growth of P type act iv i ty 
during i r radiat ion may be given as follows2 
dP = N^ - PA (3) 
dt 
2 4 
vftieire i s the reaction cross-section and >> i s the decay 
constant of the P type nuclei . Let the i r rad iat ion be carried 
out f o r time t^ . The act iv i ty of P type nuclei at the instant © 
^ e n i r radiat ion was stopped nay be given as 
_ At. 
P^ Tv = % N^ (1 - e ® ) (4) 
disintegration rate of the P type nuclei at any instant 
• t ' from the stop- of i r rad iat ion i s given by 
# = P 9. e - ^ - ^ dt o 
Let C^ be the dis integration rate recorded by a certain 
counting device at time ' t * from the stop of i r rad iat ion then 
one can writ:e 
C^ P. (6) 
dt 
•Where G^ i s the geometrical e f f i c i ency of the counting 
device and ^ i s the detection e f f i c i ency of the detector. Prom 
equation (4) and (6) one can write f o r the reaction cross-section, 
^ _ e J-. 
€ No O-C-^^e) 
In actual, practice the induced act iv i ty in the sanple i s 
counted t i l l i t reaches the baclcground counts. A graph i s p lotted 
be twe^ the log of the counting rate and time ' t * measured from 
the stop of the i r rad ia t ion , ihe graph w i l l be a st ra ight l ine 
and w i l l show the h a l f l i f e corresponding to the product nuclei . 
2 5 
By extrapolating the graph to zero time we get the counting 
rate at the instant of stop of i r rad iat ion , i . e . C^^ * Hence 
one can write the fol lowing estpression for ^ using ecpiation (7) 
^ . (8) 
In some cases i t i s poss ib le that there may be two or 
more radioactive reaction products in the i r rad iated saitple, 
e i ther due to more than one reaction channels f o r the interaction 
of neutrons with the same isotope or due to interaction of 
neutrons with other stable isotopes in the natural element. In 
such cases the ac t i v i t i e s can be separated provided the h a l f -
l i v e s ^ e not very close to each other. By subtracting the 
ac t i v i t i e s one a f t e r another from 
nuts decav curve, 
one can get separate l ines each showing a certain jgpecific 
ac t i v i ty . 2.3 Ooraposite Activity of the Isomeric and Ground State Reaction 
Productss 
In some cases i t i s poss ib le that the reaction products 
have two isomers, one in the ground state and the other in the 
excited state (general ly Icnown as the isomeric state) . I f the 
isomeric state decays d i rec t ly to the ground state by isomeric 
t rans i t ion then the formalism used fo r the determination of 
cross-section i s d i f f e r ent from the one discussed e a r l i e r . In 
these cases the number of product nuclei^isomeric state (M^) 
and in the ground state (G^), immediately a f t e r i r rad iat ion 
15) 
time ' t g ' i s given by ' 
20 
Mo= O/^ v^ ") «o ^ (9) 
and 
G,0-. 0/A^) t No (\- e-'^ti^ > 
^ (»/ ^W,^  % t^ o ^ ^ e - ) (10) 
where and ^^^ are the decay constants fo r the ground and 
the isomeric 
state of the product nuclei respectiveXy* ^ m and 
T are the cross-sections f o r the isomeric and ground states 
i s the neutron f lux and N^ i s the number of nudlei responsible 
f o r the act iv i ty under consideration. 
A f ter a time ' t * from the stop of i r rad iat ion the 
ac t i v i t i e s of the ^Homeric and around states are governed by 
the fol lowing equations respectively. 
= Ho ^ ^V. ) e- (11) 
and 
+ Ho-lU^^n^T^i-Tv^U^/^j-^^i l^.e-V^tC^.^.^. (12) 
Or one can write f o r ground state act iv i ty 
(13) 
where ^^ 
k^.. ^Uo vr^ ) (14a) 
and 
hc^ ^ % No C-^^-Tw, <l4b) 
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Prom equation (13) i t appears that ground state ac t iv i ty 
behaves in a s imilar way as the admixture of two ac t i v i t i e s 
with decay constants and I f and are not very g m g m 
close to each other, one nast be able to separate the ac t i v i t i e s 
with these two decay constants._ The case of our interest i s 
the one in v^ich the isomeric state i s longer l ived than the 
ground state i . e . ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ cross-sections f o r 
both the states can be determined by counting the ground state 
act iv i ty alone, and the fol lowing formalism i s used. 
lihen > g > Aj^^quantity ^ A i s pos i t ive and 
greater than one, and hence A^ must have posit ive sign. "Phe 
sign of JS^  depends upon the rat io / ^ g ) * There are three 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
a) Iftien > ^w, ( >wx "AwO. In this case Ag i s 
pos i t ive and hence the decay curve would be s imilar to the one 
as shown in Fig. 2a. In this^ case ac t i v i t i e s may be separated 
as usual . The cross-section of the two states can be calculated 
using the fol lowing set of equation 
c = ^ Ho ) 0- ) (15a) 
\ 
^ U o = (15b) 
where ^^g^tao zero time counting rate 
o f the two separated ac t iv i t i e s with decay constant Ov ^ and 
I s the detection e f f ic iency fo r the part ic les emitted from 
the decay of the ground state and Gje i s the geometrical e f f ic iency 
of the counting device. 
b) Tflaen ^  = ( > /> I t i s interesting to note that g m itK g nm 
in such a case Ag i s zero and there won't he any act iv i ty with, 
decay constant see Pig. 2b). In this case ^^^ can be calculated 
using equationdSa) and can be calculated by using the 
relat ion 
^^^^ 
c) When 4 « In this case A^ has a negative 
sign and one can write f o r the ground state act iv i ty . 
g . ^ ^ 
where 
\ = - \ * [TW, CX^Z-^^-^VV.") (17b) 
In such a case the decay cuzve would have a shape as shown 
in Pig. 2c. The t a i l of the decay curve corresponds to the 
act iv i ty with decay constant 7\ This act iv i ty i s extrapolated 
back to aero time. The subtraction o£ the coirposite decay curve 
from the activity with decay constant ^ gives us the otter 
act iv i ty with decay constant Let the zero time cqunting 
rate of this act iv i ty ibe t c ^ ) ^ ^ . Then,one can write 
- S - --^ a 
- . H o i Wvn O - e ' V ^ ) (18) 
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Using equations (15a) and (18) one can determine the 
cross-sections and • m g 
2.4 Sasple Preparations 
The substances to be studied were taken in the powder 
form or in the form of the f o i l s . Samples were made by uniformly 
spreading powdered substances (or the thin f o i l s ) within thin 
perspex ring to have a f ixed geometry. The ring and the powdered 
material was sandwiijched between the two thin cel luclose tapes. 
The thickness of the sanples, the i r area of cross-section and 
the amount of the substance are the things to be chosen ca re fu l l y 
in each individual measurement. Larger amount of substances are 
good f o r improving the counting s t a t i s t i c s , but are l imited by 
the sartple thickness ( f o r a certain f ixed area .of the sanple ) . 
For thicker sanple se l f absorption of the emitted pa r t i c l e s in 
the sanple i s l a rger . Par t icu lar ly f o r P - pa r t i c l e s the s e l f 
absorption e f f e c t s are quite ser ious. The large, sanple area may 
a l so reduce the saicple thickness, but i t has got i t s own l im i -
tat ions . Large sasnple area can not be used in cases where the 
neutron source i s a point source, because larger saitple area i s 
accoitpaiiied by the larger so l id angle subtended by the sanple 
at the point source, and hence l a rge r neutron energy spread. 
Larger smaple area may also be inconvenient from the geometry 
consideration of the counting device. For a certain measurement, 
a oonpromise has to be made between these three things. For 
MASS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT Vs. END POINT 
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24-keV measurements area of the sanple was taken to be 2.834 Qn, 
2 
For other measurements a smaller area (1.266 cm ) of the sanple 
was chosen. For ?>-counting general ly l ighter saitple were taken 
eorrgpared to those used for f -counting, 
2.5 p> -Oounting Techniquea 
An end_window beta-counter of 2.5 mg/cm window thickness* 
shielded with 10 cm of lead from a l l sides was used fo r -
counting. A stand was designed in such a way that one oould 
always count a sairple in the close v ic in i ty of the window of 
the counter keeping the same f ixed geometrys Hhe expression 
used fo r the e f f i c iency of the ^ -pa r t i c l e s may be given as i 
•) <19' 
where a*b«c» are the branching rat ios of the various 
^-rays emitted; jL^* ^^^ their corresponding mass 
TY 
absorption coef f ic ients and t i s the average.thickness (gm/cm ) 
which a ^.-particle has to traverse before entering the counter. 
A graph was plotted between end point ( i -energies and their 
mass absorption coef f ic ients using standard ^-sources* which 
i s shown in Fig.3. From this graph mass absorption coef f ic ients 
f o r the various l^-rays involved in our measurements were 
determined.. 
2.6 Y'-COunting Technique t 
A cyl indrical sodium iodide (thallium activated)ci^^stal 
was used fo r Y~ray detection. The height and the diameter of 
O) 4 
U I 
the crystal were 3.8 cans, each. The crysta l was canned in an 
aluminum container of wal l thickness 0.1 cm. One of the two 
f l a t surfaces of the crystal was polished and opt ica l ly coupled 
to a Du-Mond 6292-photo-iTUltiplier tube. Pulses from the 
photo-s-nultiplier tube were fed to the input of the non-overload 
l inea r a i rp l i f ier through a cathod fo l lower . Output pulses 
from the ampli f ier were analysed by a single channel analyser 
e 
f o r the i r various pulse hights. Final ly the analysed pulses 
were counted using a sca ler . Ihe sarnple act iv i ty was counted 
by placing the sanple on the top of the f l a t surface of the 
crysta l . 
!5>ect3:Q, . were plotted f o r the ^^'-rays of known energy 
using standard / - ray sources i . e . ^^^Ba (0,32 MeV), ^^^Cs(0.663 
KeV), ^^Na (1.28 MeV & 511 keV) and (1,17 MeV and 1,32 MeV). 
Prom these / - ray spectra a graph was plotted between / - r ay 
energy and the height o f the photo-peak. Another graph was 
p lotted between the inverse of the square root of energy and 
the resolution of the photopeak. 
In our measurements photopeak intensity of a certain - r ay 
emitted from the i rradiated sanple was plotted against time. 
The height of the photopeak and the width of the channel 
necessary to include j u s t the photo-peak out of the to ta l / - r a y 
spectrum was determined with the help of the two aforesaid graphs. 
The photo-pealc intensity needs to be corrected f o r the contr i -
bution of the back scattered peak or the conpton peak, which may 
be there due to certain higher energy / - rays , i f they are present. 
fi-1) t) 
o 2 
The es^ression used f o r calculation of the cross-section 
may be given as fol lows s 
^ 4.NO QFT OCE) 
where denotes photo-peak counts at the time t=o# a f t e r 
correcting f o r the back scattering and cor^ton scattering 
contribution due to other V'-rays? and Ge are the number 
of target nuclei# neutron f lux and geometrical e f f i c i ency of 
— ITT T 
the counter respectively? e ^ i s the correction factor f o r 
the absorption of - rays in the sanple i t s e l f and aluminum 
cane etc« which can be calculated in a similar way as in the 
case of pi - rays ? 
(1 - i s the saturation correction f o r 
the induced act iv i ty ; D(E) i s the detection e f f i c i ency of the 
crysta l vihich depends upon the s ize of the crysta l as wel l as 
the Y - r ay energy (E)• For the detection e f f i c i ency one can 
write D(E) = (1 - e - - ^^ ) (21) 
where «d* i s the average distance inside the crystal vAiich a 
y^-ray has to traverse before leaving the crystal and A i s the 
absorption coe f f i c ient fo r the / - r ay in Nal (TC) c rysta l . Hie 
average distance 'd* was determined by taking the mean of the 
various pathlengths drawn at 5° interva ls in the same plane 
through the centre of Nal crystal? P(E) i s the photo-peak 
e f f i c i ency . For a gatrana ray of given energy, photo-peak e f f i c i ency 
o 53 
i s defined as the rat io of the photo-peak area to the tota l 
area of the - r ay spectrum, A graph between gamma ray energy 
13) 
and photo-peak e f f i c i ency was plotted^ and was used to f ind 
out the photo-peak e f f i c i ency at the / - ray energies involved 
in our measurements? (1 + i s the correction f o r the internal 
conversion of the /-rays* where oC^  i s to ta l conversion 
coe f f i c i ent , 
2.7 Errors in the Measurements s 
Ihe u t i l i t y of a certain measurement l i e s i n the thorough 
study of the various sources of error and a carefu l estimation 
of these er rors . The various sources of e r ror in our measure-
ments are described in the fol lowing paragraphs. 
1, Non reproducibi l i ty of ident ica l geometries of the 
i r rad iat ion and counting system, f o r the unknown target sanples 
and the standard sanples, may introduce certain errors in the 
measurements. However, f ixed sairple holders could minimize 
th i s er ror s a t i s f a c to r i l y . An estimate of about 2% error was 
made f o r the non-reproducibi l ity of the geometry. 
2, The inaccurate measurement of i r rad iat ion time and 
the time that lapses between the stop of i r radiat ion and the 
start of counting can introduce e r rors , An upper l imit f o r 
th is error can he put as 1% in our measurements. 
3, The lack of proper information about the decay 
scheme of the product nuclei may a lso introduce certain e r rors . 
kj ^ 
In the present roeasurements la test avai lab le data i s used 
to minimize this e r ror . 
4. The s t a t i s t i c a l error in the counting rate i s also 
quite s igni f icant in case of small a c t i v i t i e s induced in the 
sarnple. In an admixture of more than one act iv i ty , the counting 
e r ror in the separated ac t i v i t i e s become large . Proper choice 
of i r radiat ion time and repeated measurements in some cases 
can help in minimizing these errors . 
5. Errors nay be theS^e in the measurements due to 
V^detection of ^-counter and vice Versa . Some times / - rays 
acconpanying p)-rays# when enter the lg>-counter e j ec t ci photo-
electjTon from the cathode of ^-counter and hence Y-rays are 
also detected. We have used a beta counter of small cathode 
which had a gamma ray detection e f f i c i ency less than one 
percent. In some cases ^ -rays acconpanying / - rays may enter 
the Nal (TI) crystal and thus they are detected. I t i s possib le 
only when ^ - ray energy i s high. These ^ - r ays can be absorbed 
in a certain absorber and a correction i s applied for the 
attenuation of / - rays due to this absorber. 
6. The er ror may be introduced in the estimation of t o t a l 
number of target nucle i . This e r ror was minimized to the extent 
of neg l i g ib le , by using a weighing balance with 0,0002. gram 
precision and using the substances whose conpositionswere 
known up to .01% precis ion. 
7. In case of using neutrons from accelerated par t i c l e 
sources, errors may be introduced due to f luctuations in the 
beam current. The runs with larger beam current f luctuation 
were discarded* 
8. The er ror due to the e r ra t i c behaviour of the 
» 1 
electronic equipment was miniMzed by s tab l iz ing the equipment 
before the start of esjperiment. 
The errors due to presence of slow neutrons are 
discussed in section 2.1. 
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CHAPTER - III 
24 - KBV NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION 
3.1 Introduction s 
S?OU> 
Detailed studies of thermal and^neutron capture cross -
sections have proved very useful in the design of nuclear 
reactors. Capture cross-section studies especia l ly in the keV 
region have two-fold-, interests 
(a ) in the studies of nuclear reaction theories. 
{b)toitfce Ste l l a r Nucleosynthesis theory. 
Theories of s t e l l a r nucleosynthesis^ of heavy elements 
predict correlations between the abundances of various elements 
and the neutron capture cross-section in the energy range 10 
to lOO keV. Macklin and Gibbons have measured (n. Y ) cross -
sections f o r ' S r ' and 'Te' isotopes in the energy range 30-220keV, 
They found that the i r cross-section values are in agreement with 
the prediction of "S te l l a r Nucleosynthesis theory". KSeasurements 
of the neutron capture cross-section in the keV region furnish 
Valuable information about the nuclear structure, such as the 
dependence of l eve l spacing on excitation energy. Neutron 
cross-section also give information about the she l l e f f e c t s and 
the pairing e f f e c t s in the nuclei . The studies of the (n* 
cross-sections over a wide range of energy can give some idea 
about d i f fe rent reaction mechanisms applicable at various 
neutron energies. 
O Q 
A number of neutron capture cross-section studies have 
7—23) been performed in the keV region, both at i so lated energies 
using photo-neutron sources®^, as we l l as using accelerated 
25—44) 
Pa r t i c l e sources. There are mainly three methods of 
measuring neutron capture cross-sections« 
a) By the study of induced act iv i tyT"^^ ' 24-39) 
b) By the study of capture 
c)By Spherical she l l transmission method. 
Details of these methods are given in the second chapter 
alongvdth the merits and and demerits of each technique. 
Present work of capture cross-section measurements at 
24 keV, using Sb-Be photoneutron source have got the fol lowing 
motivations 8 ^^  
a) To conplete (n,/) activation cross-sections data at 24 keV. 
b) To check the app l i cab i l i ty of s t a t i s t i c a l theory at 24 keV. 
c) To see v^ether capture cross-section measurements can give 
some information about the resonance parameters e . g . radiation 
width leve l spacing D etc. 
3.2 Experimental Results s 
Al l the (n,/) cross-sections at 24 keV have been measured 
re la t ive to that of The reasons f o r choosing (n,/) 
128 I reaction as a standard are the following$ 
9 Q 
a) Cross-section f o r th is reaction at 24 keV has been 
measured very precise ly by absolute ^-counting technique^ 
and i t s accepted value i s 0.S2 barn. 
128 € 
b) -T g tnodrate hal f l i f e (25 irdn), which i s coitparable 
to the hal f l i ves of most of the reaction products of the 
isotopes studied in the present case. 128 c) The decay scheme of i s r e l a t i ve ly s inple and wel l 
127 
establ ished. Moreover i s a lso monoisotopic. 
127 
I was taken in the form of Potassium Iodide which when 
i r rad iated by 24 keV neutrons gives admixture of two ac t i v i t i e s 
(25 min) and (12.5 h r s ) . Activity of ^^K i s obtained 
as a result of (n,/) reaction product of ^^K. As the two 
ac t i v i t i e s have h a l f l i v e s which d i f f e r by a factor of 30, they 
can be eas i ly separated without causing any s izab le s t a t i s t i c a l 
counting er ror . 
The natural abundances of the isotopes studied and the 
decay schemes of the reaction products formed by in A) reactions 45) 
were taken from Nuclear Data Sheets. "The ac t i v i t i e s of the 
reaction products were followed up to the back-ground l eve l , m 
cases v^ere the s t a t i s t i c a l counting errors were large, decay 
l ines were drawn which correspond to the precise known h a l f l i v e s 45) 
as given in the l i t e ra ture . Stor such cases the errors 
introduced in the measurements o f the cross-sections w i l l be 
l a rge . 
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A l l the chemicals used in our (n,/) measurements were 
obtained from m/S Johson Mathey & Co. Ltd./ London and were 
99^99% pure. 
The deta i l s of various measurements are described 
separately fo r each target nucleus. The decay curves f o r the 
induced act iv i t i es are also given along with the necessary 
de ta i l s . In cases where background leve l i s not shown in the 
decay curves, the curves are plotted a f t e r subctracting the 
back-ground counting rate. I ^ i l e calculating the cross-sections 
the decay curves were extrapolated back to zero time to f ind 
the counting rate at the stop of i r rad ia t ion . For the sake of 
23 / 24 
understanding the mode of calculations NaCn,!) Na 
reaction i s described in more de ta i l s . A l l the ( n A ) crx)ss-
sections at 24 keV are measured by counting the P> - a c t i v i t i e s 
induced in the saitples. 
Na - Reaction 
The target was taken in the form of Na2C02 and i t s mass 
was 0.2182 gms. The sample was sandwiched between two standard 
saitples and then i rradiated f o r 28.5 hrs . Induced act iv i ty 
was followed up to 100 hrs . After subtracting the background, 
one gets 15 hrs . act iv i ty as shown in Pig.4. The outl ine 
of the calculations are as fo l lows* 
Number of nuclei in the sample (Nq) = 2.478x10^^ 
l O O l -
' I I 
Average neutron f lux obtained from induced ac t iv i t i e s 
in KI sanple placed on the two sides of actual NajOo^ sanple 
may be given as : 
Ge = 0 . 304x10^ n/sec. 
Detection e f f i c iency of end-window counter ( t ) = 0.609 
saturation correction fo r the "^^ Na act iv i ty 0.731 
Counting rate at zero time = 100 counts/30 min. 
23 / 24 Cross-section fo r the reaction Na Na may be given as 
_ ^ ^QQ^isoo 
(2.478x10^^) (0.609) (0.731) (0.304x10^) 
Itotal error in = 30% 
and so 1. 65 + 0 . 4 8 nib. 
1.4056 grams AlCl^ was used to make the target sanple. 
The higher energies of p> -rays emitted fix»m the reaction products 
hias made possible the use of thicker saitple. I rradiat ion time 
in these measurements was 5 hrs . and 22 min. iTie two resolved 
h a l f l i v e s are shown in the decay curve of Pig .5. 2.3 min. 
h a l f l i f e corresponds to Al act iv i ty and 38 min. h a l f l i f e 
corresponds to ac t iv i ty 
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0.1562 grams of metal l ic copper sponge was used f o r the 
preparation of the sarnple. The natural abundance of ^^Cu 
isotope in elemental copper i s 69.1%. Tlie sanple assembly was 
64 
i r radiated for 25 hours. The decay of Qi act iv i ty i s plotted 
a f t e r subtracting the background counting rate as shown in 
Pig .6 . 
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"^^AsCn,/) '^^As - Reaction 
0,0802 grams of metal l ic Arsenic sponge was used for 
the preparation of the target sanple. Arsenic i s nonoisotopic. 
The sairpls assembly was i rradiated f o r 46 hrs. The decay 
curve a f te r subtracting the background gives 26.5 hrs . h a l f l i f e 
as shown in Fig.7. 
^.(ke= 0.502x10^ n/sec. 
No = 6.443x10^° 
0.699 
f = 0.B74 
= llOOO counts/30 min 
wb. ^ = 310 + 20 
^ R b - Reaction 
0.2770 groms of RbCl was used in the preparation of the 
sanple. The sanple assembly was i r radiated fo r 39 min.duration. 
The decay curve on subtracting the background gives 18 min. 
h a l f l i f e as shown in Pig.8. 
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^^Y (n,/) ^^Y - Reactions 
The sample was prepared by using 0.0410 grains of 
Y jO j . Yetterlum i s monoisotopic. Sanple assernbly was 
i r radiated fo r 134.75 hrs. Decay curve as plotted in 
Pig.9 shows 64 hrs. h a l f l i f e . 
0.368x10^ n/sec 
No= 2.185x10^° 
0.768 
e = 0.911 
C, = 240 counts/30 min t,-= 
^ = 2 5 + 5 w>b. 
^^Mo -- Reaction 
MoO^ was used fo r the preparation of sainple and i t s mass 
was 0.2098 grams. The sample assembly was i rradiated fo r 
120 hours. The counting of the act iv i ty was started a f t e r 
9 hrs . from the stop of i r rad iat ion . This eliminates any 
background act iv i ty (T^ = 14.6 min.) due to formed by 
the ^^^Mo reaction. The decay of the induced 
act iv i ty shows 67 hrs . h a l f l i f e . (See Fig.10) 
0.401x10^ n/sec 
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520 counts/30 min. 
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^^Qsn(n.f) ^^^gsn. ^^^SninJ) ^^^^Sn and " ^ S n (n./) 
^^^"^Sn - Reactions 
0,068 grams of SnO. v^ as used fo r the preparation of 
120 122 124 the sannple. The percentage abundances of Sn, "3n & Sn 
isotopes in natural element are 32.75%, 4.75% and 6,01% 
respectively. The ineasurenients were made for t',«/o i r radiat ion 
t ines . F i rs t ly sample assembly was i r radiated for shorter 
duration i . e . 127 min. The admixture of the two ac t iv i t i e s 
i . e . 9,7 min. act iv i ty corresponding to ^^"^SnCn,/) ^^^'"sn 
TOO /• 
reaction and 41 min- act iv i ty corresponding to """^Sn (n, "1 ) 
reaction was obtained. The shorter duration of 
I r radiat ion helped us in eliminating large background bui ld up 
due to ^^^^Sn formed by the reaction ^^^^Sn. In 
second case sample asseiribly was i r radiated f o r 29 hrs. and 
50 min. The counting was started a f t e r 5 hrs . from the stop 
of i r radiat ion so that the short l ived ac t i v i t i e s may decay. 
Fig.12 shows the two ac t iv i t i e s of h a l f l i f e 9.7 min. and 41 min. 
due to ^^^'"sn and ^^^^Sn. In Fig. 11 i s shown the decay of 
^^^^Sn with h a l f l i f e 27 hrs. 
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l ^ - s n -
1.243x10^ n/sec 
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1.00 
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t-o 45 counts/ 2 min. 
^ = 220 + 55 nib. 
121sb i n / ) 122(m+g) and ^^^SbCn,^') ^^^^Sb - Reactions 
Metal l ic antimony sponge weighing 0.2664 gms. was used 
f o r the sample preparation. The percentage abundances of 
121 123 
Sb and Sb isotopes in elemental antimony are 57.25% 
and 42.75% respectively. The sample assembly was i r radiated 
f o r 136.5 hrs. Counting was started a f t e r 25 hrs. from the 
stop of i r rad iat ion. During this time short l ived ac t i v i t i e s 
due to the reactions ^^^SbCn^iT) Sb had decayed. 
Resolved ac t iv i t i e s ( ha l f l i v e s 2.8 days and 60 days) correspon-
4 7 
ding to ^^^Sb (n,/) ^^^^Sb and ^^^Sb (n,<) ^^'^^Sb reaction 
products are shown in Fig. 13. In case of ^^^Sb ( n / ) ^^^"'^Sb, 
the isomeric state decays d i rect ly to the ground state through 
the isomeric transit ion, "flie 2.8 days ground state act ivity 
also contc-irs the contritution due to the isomeric state 
act iv i ty and hence the calculated cross-section i s the sum of 
the cross-sections corresponding to isomeric state and the 
ground state. 
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In these measurements a thicker sample of metal l ic 
antimony sponge, weighing 1.1992 grams, was prepared. Frorn 
124 
the decay scheme of Sb one can see that both thodlsomeric 
states decay through ^ - pa r t i c l e emission separately. Energy 
of the ^ -pa r t i c l es involved in these ireasurements are quite 
high i . e . 2.5 MeV and 3.2 FieV and so use of thicker sample 
was possib le , lliicker sample was needed because the induced 
ac t i v i t i e s were very weak, 'iTie sample assembly was i rradiated 
f o r 21 mdn. only to avoid build-up of the long l ived act iv i t ies . 
The measurements vjere repeated several times to inprove 
s t a t i s t i c a l counting error . 
•'•^ e mean of the decay curves with sam.e i r rad iat ion time 
(21 min.) i s shown in Fig. 14. The tvro resolved h a l f l i v e s 
1.3 min. and 21 min. correspond to the and 
ac t i v i t i e s respectively. 
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^^^Nd ( nX ) ^^^Nd and ( n / ) - Reactions 
0.1944 gram Nd202 was used fo r the sample preparation. 
I r radiat ion of the sainple assembly was carried out for 250 min. 
The composite decay curve obtained a f te r subtract im the 
background gives 12 min. and 1.9 hrs. ac t i v i t i e s corrt. •'oonding 
to the reaction products of (n,/) ^^^'d and (n,1 ) 
^^^Nd reactions respectively (See Pig.15). 
(n.{) l ^ ^ d -
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^"^^ErCnX) ^"^^Er - Reaction 
weighing 0.0162 granis, was used fo r preparing 
the sairple. Sanple assembly was i rradiated for 24 hrs . "Phe 
170 
decay curve gives 7,5 hrs. h a l f l i f e corresponding to Er 
/ 171 (n,X) Er reaction product as shown in Fig.16. 
n/sec 0.353x10^ 
No = 2.820x10^® 
0.867 
e = 0.754 
Ci = Lso 280 
255 + 30 
counts/30 ndn, 
icb. 
^^^TKn./) ^^^Tl - Reaction 
0.2006 grams TlCl was used f o r the sattple preparation. 
205 
Natural abundance of T1 isotope i s 70.5%. Saiiple assembly 
was i r radiated f o r 20 ndn. Measurements were repeated 
S I 
several tinies with the same i r rad iat ion time to irtprove 
the s t a t i s t i c a l counting e r ror . The itiean decay curve from 
these measurements i s sho\m in Fig. 17. 
0 . 372x10^ n/sec. 
Ho = 3.970x10 
0.954 
k = 0.678 
C^f 35 oounts/2 min. 
'T = 3 0 + 8 irib. 
Table - I gives the results of the present measurements 
(column 3) alongwith e a r l i e r reported values (column.4) 
wherever they are known. 
3.3 S ta t i s t i ca l T?heory at 24-lceV Neutron Energys 
Bohr's coRpound nucleus theory i s the antithesis 
o f the single par t ic le model and assumes that a l l the 
neucleons forming the target nucleus or incident upon i t 
interact strongly. As a consequence of the strong interaction* 
the incident par t ic le and the target nucleus coalesce forming 
a compound state in ^ i c h a l l or many nucleons part ic ipate 
co l l ec t ive ly . These coirgpound nuclear states are quas i -
stationary. They have a f i n i t e l i fet ime* since they can decay 
by re-emission of the Incident pa r t i c l e , gamma-rays or otherwise 
The eafperimentally observed c lose ly spaced resonances in the low 
energy neutron experiments are the conpound nucleus l eve l s . 
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Quasi-stationary cortpound nuclear states wave 
functions mist have time dependent factor \T/%)t/ii 
•where i s the energy corresponding to a certain resonance 
(cornpound nucleus leve l ) and F i s the width of the resonance. 
The use of Heisenberg uncertainty re lat ion, re lates the l i f e 
time of the corrpound nucleus states ( T ) and i t s width ( " P ) . 
The relation between the two may be given as s 
r „ . 6 6 x 1 0 - 1 1 
T{eV) 
The widths of the observed resonances are of the order 
of e.V or so. The corresponding l i fe t ime comes out to be of 
—14 
the order of lO ^ seconds. The l i fet ime of the corrpound 
nuclear states are conparable to the typical electromagnetic 
transit ion time (10""^^ - sec ) . Thus conpound nucleus 
reaction mechanism could very eas i l y explain the results of 
low ®iergy neutron experiments as i t can account f o r the 
observed c lose ly spaced resonances and the actual predominance 
of capture over scattering in low energy resonances. 
"Jfith increasing neutron energy, the conpound nucleus 
l eve l s become closer and c loser . Also the widths of the l eve l s 
go on increasing with the increasing energy, as at higher 
energies more reaction channels are open and each contribute 
to the width of the l eve l . Due to this reason at higher 
neutron energies conpound nucleus l eve l s stairt overlapping. 
o ^ 
In this energy region the cross-section depends l a rge ly 
upon the phase re lat ions between the overlapping corrpound 
states and description in terms of individual conpound 
states becomes inpracticable. 
Bohr generalised his theory f o r the energy region of 
overlapping cortpound nucleus state, by making the fol lowing 
assumptions. The nuclear reaction can be divided in two 
steps 8 the formation of the compound nucleus and i t s subse-
quent decay, "fhe decay of the conpound nucleus i s 
independent of i t s mode of formation. With this assunption 
one can writ© cross-section f o r a certain reaction (a^b) a s : 
"T (a ,b ) = i V ^ I V ) ^ (2) 
Inhere •sr,, (a) i s the cross-section fo r the formation 
of the conpound nucleus by the incident pa r t i c l e 'a* andC^/r')^^ 
i s the probab i l i ty that pa r t i c l e 'b* i s emitted by the 
conpound state. 
However, in the region of considerable overlapping 
of the conpound states, independence hypothesis i s by no way 
obvious. In this case incident pa r t i c l e of f ixed energy 
excites several conpound states and the re la t ive phase of 
the states w i l l depend upon the nature of excitation. The 
emission probab i l i ty of these l inear combinations of states 
would depend upon the i r phase re lat ion and hence upon the i r 
mode of excitation. 
KJ 
Bohr introduced another assunption to j u s t i f y the 
independence hypothesis. When the density of the corrpound 
nucleus states i s very large, many conpound nucleus states 
are excited simaltaneoasiy. So many states and so many 
phases are involved in the reason that they may act in respect 
to the decay process as i f they are random. I t i s then 
possib le that the second stage of the nuclear reaction appears 
independent of the f i r s t stage i . e . mode of formation. 
S t i l l independence hypothesis requires j u s t i f i c a t i on 
f o r the intermediate energies. Uie certain spread in the 
energy of the incident pa r t i c l e beam can s a t i s f a c to r i l y 
account f o r the app l i cab i l i ty of independence hypothesis. 
Though at a f ixed energy of the neutrons, in the intermediate 
energy range, the number of corrpound nucleus state excited 
i s not very large, but within the energy spread of the 
incident neutrons the nuntoer of excited states becomes very 
large and hence independence hypothesis may be v a l i d . 
A look on the above fact allows us the use of coitpound 
nuclear reaction mechanism to calculate (n,/) reaction cross-
section at 24 keV neutron energy when the inherent spread in 
the energy i s 3 keV. 
3.4 Capture Cross-section from Sta t i s t i ca l Ilieory s 
47) / Margolis has derived an expression f o r the (n,i ) 
cross-section based on the s t a t i s t i c a l theory. The expression 
gives the actual cross-section in the overlap region, where 
i t i s smooth function of energy. A br ie f outline of 
Margolis formalism may be given as follows, r 
Let be the spin of the target nucleus. Hiis spin 
coiribines with the neutron spin to give us a "channel spin" 
j = j " = I ± l / 2 - The coirponents (m) of j along the Z-axis 
(the direction of the incident neutron beam) are - j . ( - j + l ) . . . 
# ( j - 1 ) / ( J ) . Following Hauser and Peshbech ' , the 
cross-section fo r the formation of the compound nucleus with 
spin 'J* by the incident neutron of angular momentum 
and energy 'E ' in the channel of spin j and Z-=conponent 'm' 
may be givemas 
"TCej^J^mE) =(2 e +1) n T (E) X ktjO m |Jm)| ^  (3) 
2 TTXis the wavelength of the incident neutron, ( fijOml j m) 
i s the Clebsch-Gordan coef f ic ient relating to the probabi l i ty 
that t and j with Z-corrponent O and m combine vector ia l ly to 
give spin j with Z-component m, and Tf^(E) i s the transmission 
coef f ic ient fo r the neutrons. 
Now the par t ia l decay probabi l i ty of the compound state-
with spin J and excitation energy (B+E) (B i s the l a s t neutron 
binding energy in the compound nucleus) through /-emission 
may be given as s 
r J / ^ 
( e , j , J ,m,E )x [ T^ (B+E)/ T (B+E)J (4) 
r ; 7 
J 
where ly T (B+E) are the pa r t i a l radiation 
width and to ta l width respectively of the conpound state with 
spin J and excitation energy (E+B ) . Sumraing expression <4) 
over the possib le J 'S and t ' s , and averaging over a l l j and m 
we get 
Z TeCe) 
where 
- « 
3 — 
fete 
Tcb^ -E ) 
» 1 , 6 T+t 
s= 0 otherwise 
(5) 
O^Y OYteo^  Wie tjsja oviij 
Margolis used a form of the leve l density 
?(E) a C eK|f> aCaE) Vj?, (6) 
to calculate ( J Y / D . The ejjpression drived by him i s given by 
A 
/ J 
(7) 
tJ,e) 
^ e r e T^ ( E ' ) i s the width f o r the neutron emission 
of angular momentum. I and energy E' from the coitpound state of 
spin J and excitation energy (B+E) and 
0 » . .8+E 
Ts being the mialtipolarity of the V ' - rays emitted and 
J / 
D CB)/;i7T "1^(6) 
(8) 
(9) 
[•S 
where D"^(B) i s the spacing of the corrpouhd nucleus leve ls 
of spin J at excitation energy (B). 
On the assuirptxon that at the value of the excitation 
energy concerned corapouncl nucleus can decay b^ neutron emission 
or by y^-emission one can write f o r (n, reaction cross -
section using equations (5) and (7)^ 
^krl. 00 " 
(JE)CX —JIL 
r 
T j U ) 
(10) 
3« e,^ ^^(E) Te-CE-E^-i 
^ e r e E^ i s the energy of the nth excited state of the target 
nucleus and J^ ~ ^n - ^ where i^ i s the spin of the nth 
excited state of the target nucleus. The sum over (L* includes 
only those values f o r which par i ty of the system remains 
conserved. The sum over E^ includes only those states f o r 
which E. 
3.5. The Mode of Calculationss 
In equation (10) f o r the (n, y ) cross-section a parameter 
^ appears. For the reasons given by Margolis fijj can be 
taken as independent of J and one can write 
z i t a D /%r\TY (11) 
Inhere D i s the spacing between the cor^ound nucleus 
leve ls of the same spin and Ty radiation width at the 
appropriate excitation energy of the compound nucleus. i s 
calculated from equation (10) by putting our experimental values 
o f ^ ( n , Y') in the ec^ation. 
p.; n 
The factor 4 accounts f o r the energy and l eve l -
A 
density dependence of the widthT^. I t i s found^^^ that dipole 
emission predominates over other higher multipoles/ the rat io 
of the tv?o i s of the order of 1 0 S o only dipole emission 
19) 
i s assuned. Previous -workers have sho-wn that at this energy 
of neutrons the value of ^^ can be taken as 0,944. The same 
value of f i s used in the present calculat ions. A 
The expression fo r the de-Broglic wavelength of incident 
neutrons may be given ass 
PC 2x(3 142) X 4.55 x 10"^^ ^^ 
2A43Sn(eV) 
Neutron transmission coe f f i c ients are taken from the literature^*^^ 
These transmission coef f ic ients are calculated using Saxon Wood 
type complex potentia l i . e . : 
V= - V o ( I t i L , ) ^ , ^ ^ ( Y . R ) / d l f \ . . . (13) 
the parameter V^ i s taken 52 MeV, as i t f i t s most of the 
es^erimental data. 
Observed Value of 
( ^obs ) -
The value f^obs I s obtained from low^ energy neutron 
resonance experiments. The experimental value o f l y a n d D are 
taken from literature?^"^^^ In some cases where i s not known 
experimentally i t i s estimated from a graph p lotted between "ly 
and N (the neutron number). For s-wave resonances the two spins 
of the compound nucleus J = I + H ^for formed. These 
crt 
two leve ls are general ly too close to be resolved experimentally 
and so the observed average leve l spacing D must be related to 
the actual average l eve l spacing D^ of the oompound nucleus 
by the re lat ion : 
1/D = l/D* + I/D" = 2/D^ 
or D = 2D where D"*" = D^ CSS D^ o o 
Hence for the target nuclei with spins other than zero the 
value of D^inust be double of the experimentally observed 
values (D ) . 
3.6 Discussion of the Results s 
Table - I I g ives us the values of obtained from 
experimental values of (n, ' f ) cross-sections. For conparison, 
the values of ^Qjjg obtained from the low energy resonances 
are also given in the same table, Colti!rai(5) in the same 
54) 
table gives us other open channels (from Q-value considerations) 
f o r 24 keV neutrons. Ihese open channels are in addition to 
the Y^-emission and neutron emission channels. Prom this tab le 
one finds that fo r nuclei and values 
75 122 of and ai^ in agreement. For the nuclei As, Sn, 
^^^Sn, ^^^Sb and ^^^Sb values of are la rger than 
Probably this i s due to the fact that the values of D obtained 
f o r these cases from low energy resonance experiments are high, 
due to some missing leve ls which could not be resolved e ^ e r i -
mentally. For nucldi ®®Mo and values of are 
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l a rger than Sj^^g • In a l l these cases in,cC ) channel f o r 
24 kev neutrons i s open, hence the assurtption in the derivation 
of equation (10) i . e . 
T a 
i s not v a l i d and must decrease by some amount, to 
account for the contribution of oC-emission width { T i ) in 
the tota l width T . 
In the view of the above discussion one can say s t a t i s t i c a l 
theory can be applied to the 24-lceV neutron capture cross -
sections. However, a proper knowledge of resonance parameter 
i s pre - requis i te for the application of the s t a t i s t i c a l 
theory. 
3.7 Variation of L Vs " T ( n , ^ ) s 
In an atteirpt to correlate (n, ^ ) with resonance 
parameter, was plotted as a function of log t^ as shown in 
Pig. 18. Our ^ values show a sitnilar behaviour as was suggested 
19) 
in e a r l i e r works. I t i s c lear from the f igure , log £j 
increases someC-what e j^onent ia l ly with the decrease in the 
value of . 
For small values of , the corresponding value of ^ i s 
very large . Most of the points in the s^atM: ±a idlae region of 
large value of^either correspond to the l i ghter nuclei o r to 
6 4 
those nuclei for which neutron or proton nuxnber happens 
to be near the magic numbers. The large value o f ' i s 
mostly due to large value of 'D' f o r such cases/ as the 
value of 1y does not change considerably with atomic weight. 
Thus ^ ( n , V^) has. large dependence upon the value of D 
and increases with the decrease in the value of D i . e . the 
increase in value of l eve l density. 
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giAPTER-IV 
"NEUTRON RADIATION CAPTURE AT 14.8 MeV" 
4.1 Introduction s 
Neutron radiative capture studies at energies above 
1-MeV are quite sparse, though in the keV energy region the 
measurements made by d i f f e r en t workers are quite l a rge . Only 
a few workers^"®^ have measured (n, / ) reaction cross-sections 
at i so lated energies around 14 >ieV using neutrons from ^H(d,n) 
4 
jHe reaction. In the energy region between 5-14 lyseV no 
measurements have been reported so f a r , except those reported 
by wenlovs St alf^ in the energy region extending from 1.0 to 
19.4 MeV. The lack of neutron radiat ive capture cross-section 
measurements at higher energies i s due to various conplications 
involved in these measurements. 
Of the three methods f o r (n, / ) cross-section measurements 
(de ta i l s given in Chapter I I ) , spherical shel l transmission 
method can only be used with isotropic neutron sources. Capture 
V-ray studies have the i r own l imitat ions. The general ly used 
technique i s the activation technique. (n, cross-section 
measurements by activation technique have some special l im i -
tations at higher energies. These l imitations are mainly due tos 
a) large number of open channels f o r the coiqpound system to decay 
b) low (n,Y^) cross-section at higher energies of neutrons. 
Since the captured state can decay through d i f f e rent channels 
i . e . (n,2n) , (n ,p ) , (n, oC), ( n , a n d many others, the 
6f) 
i r rad iated sairple -would have the admixture of various 
act iv i t ies* each corresponding to a certain spec i f i c channel. 
In case >jhere (n, ) reaction gives a product nucleus which 
i s also formed by (n,2n) or (n,3n) reaction with some other 
isotope of the same element, cross-section measurement i s not 
possible, using natural element. . l l i is f ac t res t r i c t s the choice 
of target nuclei to those isotopes where the natural abundance 
i s e ither 100% or where enriched isotopes are ava i lab le . In 
some cases i t may also happen that (n, act iv i ty may be 
swaitped in the act iv i ty produced due to (n,2n), (n^p) and in,cL) 
reactions with the same isotope or sorrje other isotope of the 
^at 
same element. This happens e ither due to the factf^the reaction 
products of the conpeting reactions have nearly equal h a l f l i y e s 
or (n, y^) act iv i ty i s too small to be separated from the 
admixture. 
Neutron radiative capture cross-section measurements 
at higher energies are of greater interest , as they can provide 
a check to the various proposed reaction mechanisms. Neutron 
radiative capture data in the low energy region where sharp 
resonances appear i s f a i r l y well understood by the Breit-Wigner 
single l eve l formula. In the keV energy region s t a t i s t i c a l 
theory approach gives f a i r l y good agreement with the experimental 
data. In the energy region of 1 to 5 MeV s t a t i s t i ca l theory 
p a r t i a l l y accounts for the experimentally observed values of 
(n, iT) cross-sections, while at energies higher than 5 MeV 
ri 0 
s t a t i s t i c a l theory coiipletely f a i l s to account the ejqoeri -
mentally measured cross-section values. 
In nuclear reaction studies * based on Peshbech/ Pori:er 
and Weisskopf s^^^ opt ica l potentia l models an incident 
pa r t i c l e does not always form a cortpound nucleus at the 
instant of i t s entry into the target nucleus. The compound 
nucleus formation probabi l i ty i s large only a f te r a certain 
time \A)hen the entering par t i c l e has traversed a certain distance 
- 1 ^^ (K ) within the nucleus. For incident par t i c l e ^energy E and 
the complex potential well - I f ) + i K i s given 
11) as 
K = 
'•^ lie mean time that lapses between the instant of entry 
of the incident part ic le into the nuclear boundary and the 
instant when compound nucleus formation probab i l i ty i s large 
may be given as:^^^ C-'^tK) 
Theoretical physicists^^"^^^ have seen the po s s i b i l i t y 
of another reaction mechanism, based on the optical potentia l 
model. I n i t i a l l y while moving in the average nuclear potential/ 
the incident par t i c l e may radiate energy in the form of a 
photon and drop into a bound pa r t i c l e o rb i t . This type of 
capture i s termed as ' d i r ec t ' or one stage capture. The 
neutron radiative capture cross-section obtained from direct 
capture theory are an order of magnitude smaller than the 
experimental values. To account this discrepancy some 
7 1 
17-19) 
authors have suggested a 'semidirect ' or ' co l l ec t i ve ' 
capture mechanism, ifipplicability of this model has been 
checked by various workers by conparing experim.ental and 
theoret ica l ly calculated values. The shapes of experimentaj.ly 
/" 8 9) observed i - r a y spectra have been studied by some workers * 
in the l i ght of these reaction mechanisms. 
/The present measurements of neutron capture cross-sections 
at 14.8 MeV have been perform.ed in our laboratory as a part of 
research pro ject ent i t led^/ ' (n , if') reaction studies at d i f f e r en t 
energies". Due to the d i f f i c u l t i e s associated with these 
measurements at 14.8 l^ eV neutron energy, we have made measure-
103 127 175 ments only fo r Rh/ I and Lu.y The capture cross-section 
values obtained in the present measurements along with the 
experimental values (at the same neutron energy) as obtained . 
1—8) 
by other workers " have been used to check hoxv f a r "d i rect " 
and "semidirect" capture theories account f o r the same. Neutron 
capture cross-sections are also plotted against neutron number 
to see the e f f e c t of magic numbers* i f any. 
4.2 Experimental Procedures 
I t i s noted that (n, "/') cross-sections fo r slow neutrons 
are many order of magnitude larger than their values at 14.8 KeV 
neutron energy. Presence of these slow neutrons alongwith 
14.8 MeV neutrons imist s i gn i f i cant ly e f f e c t the values of (n, ) 
cross-sections. To eliminate the error due to the presence of 
these slow neutrons one must know the rat io (x) of the slow to 
7 2 
14.8 MeV neutron f l ux . I t was further thought, that 
measureirents vrith sairple wrapped in cadmium f o i l would 
eliminate the error part ly , which might be due to the presence 
of the neutrons with energy lower than cadmium cut^off energy 
i . e . 0,4 eV only. In our case there was p ract ica l ly no 
hydrogenous material located close to the place of irradiation^ 
and so, the neutron f lux \irith energy lo^'rer than the cadmium 
cutcoff must be very small (see chapter I I ) . However^ the 
presence of the slow neutrons with energy extending up to a 
keV or so i s expected, which could be due to the scattering 
of the neutrons endtted in the backward direction, 
Etor the estimation of the rat io of slow to 14,8 MeV 
neutron flux/ an Indium sample was I rradiated in the same 
geometry as other samples, and i t s neutron radiative capture 
cross-section was measured. The cross-section thus obtained 
also have the contribution due to the presence of the slow 
neutrons which arises due to scattering. Let us denote this 
measured cross-section by "^obs. The correct value of neutron 
radiative capture cross-section at 14,8 lyieV ( ' ' '14.8) i s 
related to ^ o b s by the following re lat ion -
''^bs = ^14,8 ^ % l o w 
where X = neutron f lux (% slow) 
14.8 MeV neutron f l u x ( ^ 1 4 . 8 ) 
7 3 
and T T i s the neutron capture cross-secticsn averaged slow 
over energy region from 1 ev to 1 keV. "^glovr ^^^^^ 
20) 
obtained from the l i t e ra ture . 
To obtain 'x* from equation no. (2) one inast Icnow the 
Value of g- Menlove et al?^ have measured ^^^In 
llSm^j^ reaction cross-section at 14.8 MeV neutron energy. 
( 
Their measurements appear to be accurate, as they have very 
care fu l ly taken into account the e f f e c t of slow neutrons. 
finding the value of (x) from equation (2 ) , the value of 
the ^^^In (n, ) ^^^"^n reaction cross-section at 14.8 KeV 
i s taken 5.97 rata as quoted by Menlove et a l f^ The value of x 
thus obtained was used to obtain other cases using 
the same equation. 
A l l the reaction cross-sections at 14.8 MeV neutron 27 27 
energy are measured re lat ive to that of Al (n^p) Mg or 
27 24 
Al (n, oC) Na reaction corss-section. The h a l f l i v e s of 
the two reaction products are 9.5 min. and 15 hrs. respectively. 
Tliese reactions are chosen as standard due to the fol lowing 
reasons: 
a) aluminum i s monoisotopic.r 
b) h a l f l i v e s of a l l the reaction products studied in the 
present cases are conparable to one of the two ha l f l i c ves 
corresponding to the two ac t i v i t i e s produced in the i r rad iated 
^"^Al sanple. c) decay schemes of '^^ Viq as well as ^^Na are both well known. 
D E C A Y O F ' ' ^ A g 3'2 hrs. 
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d) cross-section for these two reactions have been studied 
29) 
extensively. iTne values of cross-sections for the reactions 
^^Al (n,p) "^^ Vq and ^"^Al in.oC) are taken to be 73 mb. 
and 115 nib. respectively. 
'file decay schemes of the reaction products and the natural 
abundances of the target nuclei are taken from Nuclear Data 
Sheets. A l l the (n, Y') rneasurerrients at 14.8 KeV arfi •oerforirie 
by the counting of |i> - e c t i v i t i s s in the irradiated sanples. 
Details of individual reasuren.cnts ara as fo l lows. 
^^^In (n. < ) - leaction 
Fei, ^ " i1inr>. f o i l 'weighing D.0742 grans was used as 
the target sannls. r _age abundance of ^^^In isotope in 
elemental iridiuiT. i s €5.B4/u. i^ie sarmle as'—'' was i r radicted 
fo r 20 irdns. .Jounting was started a f t e r 36 rnimites from the 
stop of i r rad iat ion. During this time various short l ived 
113 
ac t i v i t i e s corcespondirg to d i f f e rent reactions with In and 
^^^In had decayed. 'Itie decay of induced ^ - a c t i v i t i e s was 
followed up to forty hours. In the decay curve shovn in 115 
Fig. 19A, 3.2 hrs. act iv i ty corresponds to the ^^ In (n, aC) 
112 
Ag reaction prodact. In ?ig.l9B decay curve of i r rad iated 
sanple i s shown a f ter subtracting the background counts. The 
three resolved act iv i t i es with h a l f l i v e s 3.2 hrs/ 21 mins and 
54 inins. correspond to the reaction products of ^^^In (n, ) 
l l ^ in (n,2n) l^ ^^^Tn and l ^^ InCn ,/ ) reactions 
respectively. 
COMPOSITE DECAY OF 5-
AND (mMeV) 
A-^ miH 012a MeV 
o 
FIG.20 
z*. IlTTosji^^ 
MeV 
0-64(0-11;^ ) 
1-as (I-85Z) 
2 C98%) 
Pd 
12 i6 ^ 20 
T I M E (MIN.) 
24 
.|'79McV 
.0-556 
28 32 
1-
= 1.166x10^ 
h^ i^^^ ln ) = 3.724x10 
n/irdn 
fe = 3.413 
C (54 ir ln.activity = 
0.226 
'obs 
300 
= 1S.75 
cnunts/mln. 
mb. 
Value o f .6) g froir. l i t e r a t u r e nay be g iven as : 
•^14.9 = 5.97 A 
The a . : r a d i a t i v e „ _ • 3--section f o r slow 
neatroiis obU ' " l i t e r a t u r e " ' r. ay be g iven as i 
- , ^ = 1 2 . 1 rb. SlO 4 
Putt ing va lues o f 14.3 anc ^ , in slow 
ecuat i rn (2) we g e t 
1.132x10 -3 
' i l i is va lue o f x i c xised in l a^e r ir.Gasurerpnts to e l i r i n a t e 
the error due to tl sence o f slow neutrons. 
- l a o c t i on . 
0.1662 grams elemental rhodiuir. snonge was used for the 
preparation of the target sairrale. i^ser:ibly of the target and 
the standard sarnoles was i r radiated fo r 10 minutes. Counting 
of the target samle was started a f t e r one nlnute from the 
stop of i r rad iat ion . As shoxm in the decay scheme isomeric 
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state of has 4,4 min. h a l f l i f e and i t decays to ground 
state through lOO'/i isomeric t rans i t ion. The induced |i -act iv i t 
of the ground state i s measured/ which appears s imi lar to 
the adn-inixture of two a c t i v i t i e s with h a l f l i v e s 4.4 rrdn 
and 42 sec . I^s decr^' ""-*/e f o r the induced ' ^ - a c t i v i t y in 
the i r r ad ia ted rhodium sample i s shown In = 
No ac t i v i ty was observed corresponding to (n, / ) r e a c t i o n . 
Probably the y i e l d o f t h i s react ir .n a t the - .resent energy 
of the neutrons i s sna i l . Horeover counting was started 
a f t e r one minute from the s tor of the i r r a d i a t i o n * which i s 
" - ' . r t imes l a r g e r than Vr- I f l i f e o f {n, oC ) product 
i . e . •^•'"i'c. 
The c : a l cu l a t ed us ing e^f ' . (15) 
o f the chaoter IZ , f o r the i c ^ ' ^ 
3.417x10® n/rdn 
No- J.f-
0.693 
1.030 
liSa - 1400 counts/rrln 
Ag = 3800 counts/rrdn 
C ' ^ ) . = 6.5 + 1.5 nib. 
± 2.5 mb. 
"TbT ^^rn^oba ^ ^ g ^ . b s = ^4.5 + 3 rrO.. 
A f t e r making correction f o r the slow neutron background 
COMPOSITE DECAY OF AND "^A 
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^ ^ " ^ K n . / ) - React ion . 
0.1992 grams potassiura i o d i d e was used f o r the p r e -
p c r c t i o n o f the sarr j l e . iTie sar'nlc asser_bly was i r r a d i a t e d 
f o r 20 Kiinutes. Counting o f the s a m l e was s t a r t e d a f t e r 40 
n ins . " ' e stop o f i r r ad i e t i ^ ' n t o en;r ; le short l i v e d 
a c t i v i t i e s (diie to o the r r e a c t i o n s ) t o decay during t h i s tiir.e. 
F i g .21 shfiws the decay curve . A c t i v i t y h a l f l i f e 1.83 h r s . 
'1 41 
corresponds t o ' ' roocLj*-;. "sroduct, whi l e 24 irln. 
h a l f l i f e corresponds t o the coirposite a c t i v i l " I (n , i ) 
(25 r l n . ) and (n, oC) ^^^'"iJb (21 r l n ) react ions^ 
= 1.153.113^ n/min. 
R^ = 7.216x10^° 
/3> -count ing e f / i c i e n c i e s f r eac t i on riroducts 
i . e . '^"^s'b and are nea r l y sa r e , be w i r t t e n ass 
k = 0.54B 
0.425 
S = o ~ 3000 counts/rrJLn. 
hence 
Value o f <L> as quoted in referex-ce 22) i s 
equal t o 1.5 + 2 irb, and so ive g e t 
( n , / ) 13.75 + 3 irto 
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7 S 
kaking correction for slow neutron background wo get 
8 ± 3 nib. 
"^^ ^Lu ( a . / ) -• -icaction. 
i jutet iun oxioe weighing 0.0452 grerrs was used for the 
Sctrole p r coe ra t i on . fliC i r rad ia t i ' -n o f the c asr.erLly 
was c a r r i ed out for a duration of 45 r in . rhe decay of the 
t a r g e t sairtole was fo l lowed up to 26 hours. •^ig.22 gives decay 
o f l u t e t i u n . 3.68 hra. a c t i v i t y o f 17 em^ i s obtained 
a " b t r a c t i ng th 
3e = 0.828x10^ n/irin 
r-. 1.3 27x10 o 
- 0.C52 
C ^ ^ = counts/5 min. 
^ob s = 15.6 + 2 mb. 
Making co-rectaon fo r the slow neutron background we get 
^14.3 = 2 + 2 mb. 
SxDerirr,ental values of neutron radiat ive caoture cross-
section at 14,8 MeV neutron energy are given in taWe -113. 
Results of present peasurernents are given in column (3) of 
the same table, and the results of e a r l i e r measurements are 
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given in column ( 4 ) . Our experiiriental values are in f a i r l y 
good agreertient with the ea r l i e r reported va lues . In the case 
22) 
of iodine our value agrees with the value of Qaim and Ejaz 
and does not agree with that of Perkin and OonnerP 
In Fig.23 we have p lotted neutron radiat ive capture 
cross-section (at 14,8 Mev) against the neutron number in the 
target nucleus. The two ends of the arrow show the maxiimm 
and^reported values. The graph e3K)licitly shows presence of 
shel l e f f e c t s in the radiat ive capture cross-sect ion at 
14.8 MeV neutron energy. 
4.3 Direot-Semi-Direct Captures 
12) 
Beck suggested that interaction of a ncacleon with 
the radiation f i e l d may be treated as a perturbation. The 
cross-section f o r the direct capture may be given in the form 
of D i rac ' s formula f o r the emission of radiat ions. A phenomeno-
log ica l ejcpression f o r direct capture cross-section may be 
given -as; (3) 
where U.(S) i s the wave function normalized to a unit f l ux 
of an incident wave of energy E, scattered by a conplex 
potentia l we l l representing the target nucleus? ^ ^ i s the 
wave function normalized to unity over a l l space of the bound 
state b of the rea l part of the same potent i a l . 
8 0 
Lane and Lynn^^^ eitphasised that the resonance 'theory 
formalism of Wigner and Eisenbud^^^ and of Kapur & Peierls^'^) 
are exact and therefore must include both ' d i r e c t ' and 
'compound nucleus' mechanisms f o r any type of reaction, Conpound 
25) 
nucleus cross-section are extracted by making Bethe's 
approximation that the phases of matrix elements are random. 
As a consequence of this approximation the cross-section 
depends upon the energy leve ls of the cortpound system near the 
excitation energy corresponding to the incident nucleon energy. 
Thus one can think of the other reaction mechanism to be 
associated with the break-down of Bethe's approximation. Ihe 
problem of extracting direct crxjss-section from the resonance • 
theory foarmalism reduces to evaluating the sum of the resonance 14) 
terms from the distant l eve l s . On these l ines Lane and Lynn 
made an attempt to extract direct capture cross-section from 
Kapur - Pe ier ls formalism. Ihey, however, came to the 
conclusion that this approach gives an expression f o r the 
d i rect capture cross-section, which i s s imi lar to the Beck's 
phenomenological expression. 
From the phenorrenological ejcpression, d irect capture 
evidently appears to be a mechanism in which an incident 
nucleon moving in a complex potentia l f i e l d of a target nucleus 
makes a direct transit ion to one of the u n f i l l e d bound states 
of the nucleus. Restricting discussion to the e l ec t r i c 
8.1. 
dipole transit ion and using standard expression for the 
electromagnetic transit ion probab i l i ty , cross-section fo r 
the direct capture of neutron may be given as^^^ 
< = f , (4) 
where ft and i ' are the re la t ive o rb i ta l angular momenta before 
and a f te r the transit ion respectively; Z and A are the charge 
and mass number of the target ; M i s the reduced mass of the 
incident neutron; k i s the incident neutron wave number; E^ 
avid is I K 
i s the photon energyy^equal to the di f ference ( t - ^ n'^' ) 
betv;een the i n i t i a l and f i na l nucleon energies; R i s nuclear 
radius and I i s the dimensionless dipole integral which 
may be given ass 
m 
- 6/'^  f 
h i ' = ^ i I^nT ^^ ^ (5) 
where Vg^Mis the rad ia l part of the incident wave of 
angular momentum i which s a t i s f i e s 
) ^ V + i W - t (6) 
(V i".ir) i s the complex potential of the target nucleus. 
( T ) i s the radia l part of the f i n a l pa r t i c l e wave 
function i . e . wave function corresponding to a certain bound 
state of the target nucleus and s a t i s f i e s the fol lowing equatior 
1(V»M) C + V - ^ ^ (7) 
Ujjj, are normalized as 
00 
i L ^N'C Cv^f Y ^ a>r « 1 (8) 
Evaluation of dipole integra l using equations 5 to 8 i s 
quite curfibersorae, 
14) ® Lane and Lynn under certain approximations drived 
A 
a more simpler equation to get an order of magnitude f o r the 
direct radiative capture cross-section. Tliese approximations 
are l i s t ed below. 
1. Instead of taking more r e a l i s t i c form of the complex 
potential a sirtole square well model was chosen^ The imaginary 
part W of the coirplex potentia l (V + iw) was taken as(2+^ 
f o r neutron interaction, where E^ i s the incident neutron 
energy. 
2. Only contribution to the dipole integra l from the 
internal region ( Y < R) was taken into account. External 
region { Y > R) or the channel contribution was neglected. 
3. The energy region of the neutron was chosen above 5-MeV, 
so that the li-values that contribute to the cross-section are 
at least up to t = 3 or more. 
4. The capture cross-section must c lear ly depend on the number 
of f ina l single - pariiicle states avai lable f o r Ej^  transit ions 
from the i n i t i a l iL-wave states. For each incident {wave with 
^ ^ '^max ^ ' there i s one bound state to which E^^ transit ion 
ft' •' occurs^ where i s the highest i value in the bound states. lUoX 
S3 
- With these assurtptions the expression f o r the d i rect 
14) capture cross-section becomes 
( ^ f Uvv^ (9) 
where R i s the radius in Permis and i s taken to be l ,4x A^^^ 
Energy of the emitted photon s a t i s f i e s 
E^i -B >/ E^ » 
^fliere B i s the binding energy of the l a s t neutron. In 
the calculation of ^ ^ ^ energy Ey i s taken to be 
However, one f inds that equation (9) may not be true fo r 
the neutrons with energies above 20 MeV, fhe imaxirrwm value 
( in the incident wave) that contribute to the direct capture 
i s given by 
I =6 . ' + 1 max *-max 
iflien the incident neutron energy r i ses above the 
angular momentum ba r r i e r f o r incident wave with 2.= C ' ^ + 1 max t 
there i s no contribution from the higher Us and hence 
* 
increasing energy i s acconpanied by the decrease in cross -
section. 
At 14.8 MeV neutron energy radiat ive capture cross 
sections obtained from direct capture theory are two to three 
orders of magnitude large than their values obtained from 
14) 
conpound nucleus theory. The corrgparison of the d i rect 
capture cross - sections with the essperimental values reveals 
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the f a c t tha t the former are smal ler than l a t e r by an order 
o f magnitude. To br idge the gap between the exper imental and 
t h e o r e t i c a l capture c r oss - s ec t i ons another r eac t i on mechanism 
has been proposed by s e v e ra l authors^' The proposed capture 
mechanism i s termed as " s e m i - d i r e c t " o r the " c o l l e c t i v e " c a p t u r e . 
Perhaps the idea o f s emi -d i r ec t capture i s p icked up from the 
experi iTjental ly observed g i a n t d ipo l e resonances in the < 
and ( r eac t i ons . 
In semi-direct process the incident nucleon and the 
target nucleus interact to give an intermediate state in whlcti 
the former i s in a bound state and the l a te r i s excited to i t s 
giant dipole state or the co l lect ive v ibrat iona l state. Ih i s 
dipole state decays by the emission of "/-ray. For neutron 
energies bet^tsen 10 to 20 MeV semi-direct capture i s quite 
s ign i f i cant . At neutron energies near the giant dipole 
resonance ( H e V ) c o l l e c t i v e mode o f capture i s dominant. 
17) 
Brown considered the case of photo nucleon emission 
which i s the inverse of the radiat ive capture. He considered 
a core and a valance nucleon and a process in which the valance 
nucleon i s emitted by the absorption of the photon. To work 
out th is process schem.atic model was used. In the schematic 
model operation of the dipole operator on the ground state of 
the core produces the g iant dipole state or co l lect ive v i b r a -
t iona l state having wel l -def ined energy Ej^  and width T . 
o 
2 6 ) The schematic model approach can be b r i e f l y outl ined 
as fo l lows. In the she l l model description excited states 
of a closed shel l nucleus may be obtained by l i f t i n g a pa r t i c l e 
from on© shel l to another, "This type of excitation i s termed 
as part ic le -ho le excitat ion. The absence of a pa r t i c l e from 
a closed shel l behaves i t s e l f l ike a pa r t i c l e . So one can 
have a part ic le -ho le interaction similar to the p a r t i c l e -
pa r t i c l e interaction. T-ihen a V'-ray i s absorbed in a closed 
shel l nucleus* i t produces part ic le -ho le pa i r and hence 
par t ic le -ho le interaction. The solution of the secular 
equation giving part ic le -ho le eigenstates shows, that a l l but 
one of the eigen-energies E are sandwiched between the 
unperturbed part ic le -ho le excitation energies. The p a r t i c l e -
hole eigen-energy not trapped between the unperturbed p a r t i c l e -
hole excitation energies, i s given by 
\ = ^ l i ^ 
where E^ i s an average unperturbed par t ic le -ho le 
excitation energy. D ^ i s the transit ion amplitude to certain 
26) 
unperturbed state. Brown has shown that the eigen state 
with energy Ej^  corresponds to the v ibrat iona l (or giant dipole) 
state of the nucleus. 
In process under consideration dipole operator when 
operates on core gives giant dipole state. This giant dipole 
state , in turn, makes a t ransit ion to the ground state by 
inparting i t s energy to the valance nucleoni Errpirically 
one can take f o r the energy and width of the dipole states 
17) 
the experimentally observed values. Brovms approach 
ultimately gives us an expression fo r radiative capture 
cross-section which can be written ass 
O.S o 
= P ( 11) 
where 
F = 
(E,^ - Ej )^ + V. V/2 
(12) 
Prom equation (11) one can say that capture through 
co l lect ive vibrat ional mode ju s t causes an enhancement over 
direct capture cross-section ( ) by a factor P. The 
enhancement factor F contain terms f i r s t term, accounts 
f o r the direct capture and the second term containing (E_-E ) 
R O 
accounts fo r the semi-direct capture and the two are added up 
coherently. 
18) 
Clement et a l . developed semi-direct capture formalism 
by examining the coupling between the incident pa r t i c l e and 
target nucleus in more de ta i l . I t i s assumed that the charge 
and mass densities of the nucleus are capable of shape 
o sc i l l a t i on and the nuclear potentia l o sc i l l a t e s in the same 
mode as these densit ies. Due to this o sc i l l a t i on of the target 
nucleusf the incident pa r t i c l e w i l l experience a s l i gh t l y 
deformed potentia l . Col lective modes of the target nucleus 
can be excited through the interaction of the target pa r t i c l e s 
s 
with the deformed potentia l of the target nucleus. Clement's 
approach to co l lect ive capture yie lds the results which agree 
qua l i t a t i ve ly with those obtained by Brown using schematic 
model 
4.4 Calculationss 
We have calculated neutron radiat ive capture cross-sections 
using e3Q>ressions (11) and (12) given by Brown f o r the d i r ec t -
send-direct capture mechanism, "fhe order of magnitude f o r 
( i s determined from Lane and Lynn's expression ( 9 ) . 
For the determination of Brown's enhancement factor "P* 
parameter E^jPare taken from reference 27) . The energy 
s h i f t in giant dipole state from an average unperturbed dipole 
energy (B^ - E^) i s taken to be 7 MeV. Essential ly one can 
write the average unperturbed dipole part ic le -ho le excitation 
9) energy in the following form 
E , . (13) 
where<M > ^ i s the matrix element f o r the dipole t ransit ion 
between the two shel l model states, and E^^ being the corres -
17) 
ponding part ic le -ho le excitation energy* Generally ' Ej, 
comes out to be between 6 and 8 MeV. So an average value 
of EQ can be taken as t 
E^ 7 MeV 
* * Empirical values of E^ ^ andTkre taken in a few cases vftiere 
the i r experimental values are not ava i lab le . 
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also eropirically oney^take S^ ' ^ 14 MeV, and hence MeV. 
For determining Ey (= + B/2)^ binding energies are taken 
from reference . The values of gizLnt dipole resonance 
parameters used in our calculations are tabulated in tab le - IV . 
4.5 Discussion of the Results -
Calculated values of neutron radiative capture cross -
sections obtained from direct - send-direct theory are given 
in table I I I ; column 5 & 6. They are in agreement with the 
esiperimental values, f o r those nuclei which are near the close 
neutron she l l s . In Pig. 24 we have plotted C / ^ 
against neutron number of the target nuclei . I t i s c lear 
from th is f igure that the rat io of the two i s equal to unity 
only fo r closed shel l nuclei , and for nuclei o f f the close 
she l l s the ratio var ies between one to eight. The calculation 
of neutron radiative capture cross-section from the expressions 
(9) and (10), based on direct-semi-direct theory involves two 
types of errors . 
1. The inherent errors due to several approximations in 
deriving the expressions f o r 
2. Errors associated with irtproper choices of the values 
of parameters E^.Tand (Ej^ - E^). 
However, the severest er ror comes from the neglect of 
channel contribution of the dipole integra l , while deriving 
expression (9) for the direct-capture cross-section* Lane and 
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T^LE -• IV i Giant dipole resonance parameters & Factor "P" 
Target E^ (MeV) \ (BeV) 
N U C . 
"F 
^^V 18.2 5.7 7.139 
^^Cr 18.8 5.0 8.419 
^^Oa 17.5 4.0 13.193 
^^Cu 17.5 4.0 14.068 
"^^Ga 16.5 5.5 8.010 
17.0 7.2 5.595 
16.3 3.8 11.534 
14.4 - 17.2 3.2 - 4.2 6.800 
^^^In 14.0 - 16.2 3.0 - 3.8 6.514 
^^^Sb 15.2 7.2 5.220 
15.3 6.6 5.632 
15.5 5.0 9.089 
^^^La 15.0 5.1 7.888 
^^^Pr 15.0 4.4 8.154 
13.5 5.3 5.603 
^^^Ho 12.1 - 16.0 2.6 - 4.5 4.781 
^"'^Lu 16.0 8.4 4.556 
14.5 7.0 . 5.152 
13.7 5.1 6.375 
13.5 3.8 5.723 
Lynn in a l a te r publication^^^ haveshox^n, that the inclusion 
0 
o f the channel contribution increases by a factor of 
19) 
the order of four. Longo and Seporetti ' calculated d i r ec t -
sendL-direct capture cross-section using a more sophisticated 
expression •which included a term fo r the interference between 
direct^send-direct processes. "Jhey observed a similar behaviour 
in the calculated values, as in the present case i . e . the i r 
values showed agreement with the experimental values only f o r 
the closed shel l nuclei . Q \ 
Cvelbar et a l « measured / - r a y spectra from the radiat ive 
capture of 14.1 KteV neutrons in the l i ght nuclei i . e . Mg, Si# 
P and Ca. They found that the absolute value of the capture 
cross-section i s wel l accounted by the Brown's ejspression f o r 
direct-sfemi-direct capture. IlieiT / - ray spectra supports the 
presence of col lective capture. Menlov et al®^ have measured 
( n , V ) cross-section f o r some nuclei over an energy interva l 
1 to 19 MeV. Uieir p lot . of cross-section against incident 
neutron energy shows a sort of peak, which i s expected from 
the col lect ive capture theory. 
Prom the above discussion one can say that direct -semi-
direct capture mechanism accounts f a i r l y well f o r the order of 
magnitude of the experimental values of radiative capture 
cross-section at 14.8 MeV., j>articularly for the nuclei near 
the closed shel l experimental and theoret ica l ly calculated 
values agree very we l l . 
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CHAPTER 
14.8 MeV NSCJTRON CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS 
5,1 Introduction? 
3 4 
Exoergic reaction ^H(d/n) j^® yie lds high neutron f l ux 
of energy/s/14 IfeV at deuteron boihbarding energy as low as 
120 keV/ and hence i t has proved to be a good tool f o r nuclear 
studies in the 14 frfeV energy region. FieV neutrons can 
i n i t i a t e many reactions e . g . in, t (n^n), (n,oC), (n,p) and 
(n,2n) etc . iSierefore 14 l4sV neutron cross-section measure-
Bnents can fae of much use for the understanding of the reaction 
mechanism of these reactions. 
Salant and Ramsey^^ were the f i r s t to carry out c ross -
section measurements in the 14 KeV energy region. The most 
extensive measurements in this energy region have been performed 
2) 
by Paul and Clark in 1953, followed by large number of 
measurements by various w o r k e r s ^ " ^ " ^ ^ * M a n y authors^ 10,49) 
have studied the systematic regu la r i t i es in these cross-sections. 
S o m © 6 o r k e r s ^ " " ^ ' h a v e also given expressions f o r these 
reaction cross-sections / based on cortpound nucleus reaction 
mechanism. A comparison of the experimental and the predicted 
value can give some information about the app l i cab i l i ty of the 
coirpound nucleus reaction mechanism. In quite a few cases 
large discrepancies appear in the cross-section values, when 
reported by various groups fo r the same reaction. Some times 
9fi 
th is di f ference i s as large as an order of magnitude. In 
table V we have tabulated some of the l i terature values 
of the reaction cross-sections at 14 MeV, which have large 
discrepancies. 
The following are the possib le causes which may introduce 
errors in the measurements of the cross-section. 
1. In the 14 I4eV energy region many reaction channels are 
open to the incident neutrons. So in a certain i r rad iated 
sample a mixture of many ac t i v i t i e s (each corresponding to 
certain spec i f i c reaction product) i s produced. These 
d i f f e rent ac t i v i t i e s when separated have large s t a t i s t i c a l 
e r rors ,espec ia l ly in cases where natural elements have many 
stable isotopes. 
2. Large spread in the energy of the neutrons used and the 
presence of slow neutron background (due to the scattering 
of fast neutrons with the wal ls and other scattering material 
near the place of i r radiat ion ) also introduces large errors* 
par t icu lar ly in the measurements of ( n , c r o s s - s e c t i o n in 
the 14 MeV energy region. 
3. Errors may also be introduced in the process of normalizatior 
to a given standard, erroneus determination of neutron f lux 
and branching rat ios etc. 
Keeping in view the above facts , i t was decided to perform 
measurements using enriched Isotopes of some elements which 
have many stable isotopes. A standard was chosen whose 
0 7 
TABLE - V ; 14,8 MeV Neutron Cross-sections (with large 
discrepancies) 
Reaction Reported values Reference 
of cross-section 
(mb.) 
350 + 
65 
35 (13) 
(14) 
1000 + 100 (15) 
311 + 150 (20) 
108 + 54 ( 2) 
17.7+ 1.5 (16) 
65 + 19 (17) 
1.0+ 0.1 (18) 
18.5+ 5.5 (19) 
3 + 1 (20) 
103 + 20 (2) 
10 + 1 (21) 
51 + 10 (22) 
7.6+ 0.8 (23) 
24) 
cross-section had been studied quite extensively. Ilie 
25) 
l a test avai lable decay schemes data i s used to minimize 
the errors due to uncertainties in the detcriranation of 
branching rat ios etc. 
5.2 Ej?perimental Prxjcedures 
In present measurements x-^ e have used enriched isotopes 
^^m, ^^'^Sn, and Tflie percentage abundance 
of the various isotopes in the enriched sairples used presently 
are given in table VI- Ihese isotopes are selected because 
of the fact that e ither their experimental cross-section 
values have large discrepancies or the i r cross-sections could 
not be measured due to the small isotopic abundance in the 
natural elements. The enriched isotopes were obtained from 
ONL, OaX Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A. Some of the cross-section 
reported here, are obtained as a by-product from the ac t i v i t i e s 
produced during i n , ^ ) measurements at the same energy(chap. IV) . 
0*7 0*7 O^ O A 
Al (n,p) Mg and Al (n, oC) Na reactions were 
chosen as standard and the i r cross-section were taken from 
the compilation of Liskein and Paulsen^'^^. The various reasons 
f o r choosing these reactions as standard are given in cJhap.IV 
alongwith the adopted values fo r these reaction cross-sections. 
The beam current us'ed in our measurements varied between Q 
50-100 jU a and the corresponding neutron f lux were around 10 
neutrons/rain. ZnS crystal was used to monitor the neutron 
f l ux during i r rad iat ions . The deta i l s of the individual 
measurements are given below. 
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Meta l l i c seleniunn enriched in 3e isotope {.IS.3%) 
was used fo r the sanole prsp3r?tion. The mass of the samole 
vras 0.3132 gr=ims. Sainale assembly was i r rad ia ted f o r 
10 minutes. Decay curve of the i r r ad ia ted sample i s sho-wn 
in ?ig.25. -The (n,2n) reaction product of ^^se isotope has 
t w isomers ^^'^Se (57 rtdn) and (18 min. ) . The rat io 
of t o ^ ^ ] i s such 
that the ground state ' ^ - ac t iv i ty appears to grow during the 
i n i t i a l counting period anv l a t e r i t shows 57 mln. h a l f l i f e . 
57 riin. act iv i ty i s extrapolated back to zero tir-e and then 
the i n i t i a l romposite curve i s subtracted from 57 min ac t iv i ty 
to get the 18 min. ac t i v i ty (see dr iap . I I , equation 15 A &18) 
The t w resolved a c t i v i t i e s with ha l f l xve s 57 and 13 rrin are 
a lso shown in Fig.25. 
f .Ge 
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92 Mo(n/2n) ^^"Vb Reaction. 
92 
0.9412 gram molybdenum enriched in I^ o isotooe 
(98.27'/o) was used for bhe sarple preparation. Sarople 
esseinbly was i rradiated for a short duration of 1.5 min only 
to reduce the bui ld up of the longer l ived ac t i v i t i e s . As 92 
can be seen from the decay scheme, isomeric state of I-^ oCn/Sn) 
reaction product "'^ "Vto (66 sec) decays 43/4 by ^ - ray emission 
and the rest of i t decays to the ground state (15.5 min) 
by isomeric transit ion. 'Ihe cross-section for the isoineric 
state can be direct ly me-sured by counting i t s ^ - r a y s . The 
decay curve i s shown in ?ig. 26. 6C sec. act ivity extracted 
from the decay curve,corresponds to the ^-decay of the isomeric 
state. Another act ivity having roughly 14 min. h a l f l i f e i s 
due to Tsoorly populated ""^^o state and has large s t a t i s t i c a l 
er rors . 
1.293 X 10^ n/rnin 
No= 2.647 X 10^° 
€ = 0.339 
TM 
0.611 
850 counts/min 
120 + 12 mb. 
^hjo (n,2n) Reaction. 
92 
For this measurement samrjle was i r radiated fo r 30 min, 
The ground state ^ - ac t i v i ty was counted. Itie decay curve 
sT^ 
V S ! 
l o Y A o a a 
.itfi e-e 
Oi 
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OJ 
H 
s 
C 
O 
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O S AI SI 
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1 0 2 
sho\m in Pig . 27 shows 15,5 ndns. h a l f l i f e . The zero time 
ac t i v i t y corresponding to 15.5 inins. h a l f l i f e i s the sum of 
the ground state a c t i v i t y and 57% of the populated isomeric 
state 
5.653 X lo"' n/inin 
No= 2.647 X 10^° 
0.868 
0,727 
C = 0«1700 counts/min 
180 + 12 nibs 
112 + 14 nib. 
^^^Te (n,2n) ^^"^^Te and ^^^Sb Reaction. 
128 
Tellurium enriched in Te isotope (93.05%) and 
weighing 0.0202 grams was used f o r the saitple preparat ion. 
I r rad ia t ion of the saitple was carr ied out f o r one hour. Decay 
curve o f the P - a c t i v i t y in the i r r ad i a ted sarople i s shown 
in Fig.28 A & B. Of the four resolved a c t i v i t i e s in Fig.28B, 
9 .3 hrs . ac t i v i ty corresponds to (n*2n) ^^^^Te reaction 1 OR 
product? 10 min. a c t i v i t y corresponds to the sum of Te(n,°C) 
^^^Sn and (n,p) reaction products and 67 min, 
a c t i v i t y corresponds to (n,2n) ^^^^Te reaction product. 
A two min. ac t i v i ty observed i s an unknown ac t iv i ty , as i t 
could not be associated with any poss i b l e reaction product 
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4 
was i r radiated f o r one hour. ^ - a c t i v i t y of the activated 
saiiple was followed up to background l e v e l . The decay carve 
gives two ac t i v i t i e s with 67 rain, and 7«1 !nin» h a l f l i v e s 
corresponding to (n,2n) ^^Sg^® and (n,p) ^^^"'sb 
reaction products respectively (see Fig.29 M B ) . As the energy 
of the P - rays corresponding to decay i s not known, i t 
was taken equal to Qg. The value of Qg as given in Ref.SO i s 
5.4 MeV. 
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»/i 0 
e, 
S'/a^  1 
M<rV 
6ACK6ROUMD 
400 500 600 
TIME (MIN.) 
800 
105 
^^"^SnCn^p) Reaction -
Sno2 enriched in ^^'''sn isotope (78#854) was used f o r 
the sairple preparation. Mass of snOg used was 0.0224 granus, 
Sanple assenibly was i r radiated f o r one hour. - a c t i v i t y in 
the i r rad iated sanple was counted. The decay curve and the 
decay scheme are shown in Pig. 30 
= 1.464 X 10® n/sec 
H.=: 0.712 X lO^O 
0.365 hrs"^ 
Ov^  = 0.924 hrs"^ 
1.652 
0.672 
^^ = 0.583 
= 0.306 
0.603 
190 counts/5 min. 
counts/5 min. 
2 nib. 
^ = 16.5 + 2 irib. 
(Cwi). = 280 
^^^In (n>2n) ^^^"btn and Reactions. 
The two ac t i v i t i e s with h a l f - l i v e s 3.2 hrs. and 21 ndn. 
were obtained in decay of i r rad iated Indium, while measuring 
l O f i 
^^^In ( n ^ ^ ^ ^ " b l n reaction cross-section (see Pig. 19 A&B). 
The decay schemes f o r these reaction products are also given 
in the same Figure. 
l l ^ i n (n,2n) ^l^m^^ -
Ho » 
"3 = 
(Cb} = 
1.166 X 10-
0.162 X 10 
0.033 
0.049 
20 
2.982 
0.483 
0.259 
4000 
570 + 40 m 
n/itdn. 
min 
inin 
-1 
- 1 
counts/ndn. 
trib. 
1.166 X 10^ n/min. 
MO = 3.723 X 10^° 
fe = 0.853 
0.070 
450 counts/min 
= 17.4 + 2 nib. 
DECAY OF THE PHOTO-PEAK 
OF 0 - 5 8 8 M e V f -RAYS IN 
(OL-
o 
FIG.St 
CV' %•> |-55Mcy 
0-915 
^^Zr (79 hrs.) 
MeV 
0-90 
MCV 
2 A3 ^>•5 )^,E.C.(0•07/) 
Ti = 16 mvw. 
2 (Due to ^'fMo) 
lO 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 
T IME (MIN.) 
60 7 0 SO 
1 0 7 
^^K (n«p) ^^A Reaction 
This act iv i ty i s observed in ( n , / ) reaction 
cross-section measurement (see Fig. 21), 
1.159 X 10^ n/min. 
0.498 X 
€ s 0.310 
(v-e-^v^'tfe^^ 0.116 
350 count s/roin. 
= 165 + 40 irib. 
^^Mo (n. oC) ^^"^r Reaction 
92 Sanple of Mo (enriched) was i r rad iated f o r 8 min. 
92. Mo (n, oC ) reaction product has two isomers. The isomeric 
state has 4.3 min. h a l f - l i f e and 93% of i t decays to ground 
state by isomeric transit ions. 1?he decay scheme i s shown in 
Fig. 31. Photo-peaJc of the 0.588 MeV Y ^ - r a y corresponding to 
the isomeric transit ion was counted. However,in the decay 
curve a 16 min. act iv i ty i s also observed alongwith 4.3 min. 
act iv i ty (see Pig .31) . This 16 min. ac t i v i ty i s observed due 
92 9 Is 
to Mo(n,2n) ^Mo reaction product vihich decays through 
P - rays of 3.44 MeV. 
5.163 X 10^ n/ndn. 
2.647 X 10^® 
Photo-peak e f f i c i ency P(E) a 0.350 
absorption correction ( e ^ ^ ) = 1.022 
l O S 
- > t e 
(1-e ) = 0.725 
detection e f f i c i ency D(B) = 0.619 
Internal conversion correction (1 + = 1.076 
s= 450 counts/win. t=o 
2 . 4 8 + 0 . 3 nib. 
4.3 Results and Discussions? 
A) (n#2n) reaction cross-section. 
The results of the present (n,2n) cross-section 
measurements are given in table VII column (1)/ (2) and (3) 
g ive target nuclei , product nuclei and h a l f l i v e s of the 
product nuclei respectively? column (4) g ives cross-section 
values determined presently. In column (5) e a r l i e r reported 
values of the cross-section are given f o r the sake of 
conparison with the present measurements. Present value 
of Se(n#2n) reaction cross-section i s in close 
agreement with that o f 1?ao and Fink?®^ The value of ®^se(n#2n) 
reaction cross-section l i e s between two values reported 
by Rao and Pink^®^ and Minetti and Pasquarelli^?^ In case 
of ^^Mo (n#2n) reaction our value of cross-section i s 
nuch higher than the e a r l i e r reported values. However,the 
value of ( T g + 0 . 5 7 obtained from ground state 
- a c t i v i t y i s in good agreement with a l l the e a r l i e r reported 
values. Present value of ^^®Te(n#2n) ^^^^Te reaction 
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35) cTOss-section agrees with that of Bonazzola et a l and 
the value of (n«2n) ^^^^Te reaction cross-section 
agrees with the value of Paul and Clark?^ Value f o r ^^^In 
(n#2n) ^'•^"^n i s quite close to the value reported in Ref.38) . 
/ 
For the sake of comparison theoret ica l ly predicted 
values of (n^2n) cross-sections are also given in column (7) 
of the tab le VI I . These predicted values are the one given 
by Pearlstein^^^ based on re la t ive ly crude s t a t i s t i c a l model. 
In the case of ^^^"^Te, and 
^^®Te(n#2n) ^^^"'^Te reactions* eross-section i s measured 
only f o r one of the two isomeric states . For the other state 
128 
l i te rature values are taken. Cross-section f o r Te(n,2n) 
127m^ has not been reported so f a r and so comparison of 
predicted and e3<periroental value i s not poss ib le . However, 
i t i s noted that e:!3>erimental results l i e within 7056 of the 
theoretical predications. I t shows the app l i cab i l i t y of 
s t a t i s t i ca l theory f o r (n,2n) reactions at 14.8 MeV neutron 
energy, and i s in agreement with the predictions of other 
workers?^'^^^ The isomeric cross-section rat ios f o r (n#2n) 
reactions measured presently are used to calculate spin cutooff 
parameter (see Chap. V I ) . 
B) (n ,p ) and (n,oC) Reaction Cross-sections. • 
The values of (n,p) cross-sections measured presently 
are given in table V I I I . Column (1 ) , (2) and (3) g ive target 
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nucleir product nuclei^ and h a l f l i v e s of the reaction 
products respectively. In column (4) are given (n,p) 
cross-section values measured presently. For conparison 
e a r l i e r reported values of (n,p) cross-sections are a lso 
given in column (5 ) . Generally agreement between present 
values and ea r l i e r reported values i s poor. In case of 
(n,p) ^^^'"sb reaction our cross-section value i s in 
between the two values reported by the e a r l i e r worke r sP ' 
No l i te rature value f o r reaction cross-section 
i s avai lab le . Most probably th is cross-section i s not 
41 41 11°7 reported yet. Cross-section f o r *K(n#p) A and Sn(n#p) 
117m,gj^ reactions are conpared with the Gardners^^ prediction 
based on s t a t i s t i ca l model. The agreement between esperimental 
and predicted values i s within 80%. Valuesof (n, ) reaction 
cross-sections measured presently are a lso given in table V I I I . 
C) Unknown Act iv i ty -
While fol lowing the p> - a c t i v i t y of the i r radiated 
sanple, a two win. ac t iv i ty was observed. Even a f t e r a 
thorough study this ac t iv i ty could not be assigned to any 
poss ib le reaction. Prom the counting rate a lower l imit of 
60 itib. can be put f o r the cross-section of the reaction 
responsible fo r th is ac t i v i ty . Majumdar and C3iatterjee^^^ 
a lso observed this 2 min act iv i ty in the i r measurements and 
suspected i t to be due to oC) reaction. However, in 
114 
our Rieasureinent no ac t iv i ty with 2 min. h a l f l i f e was 
130 
observed, when p - rays from irradiated Te isotope; 
were counted. Hence this ac t iv i ty could not be assigned 
to (n, oC) reaction. 
115 
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CHAPTER ~ VI 
"SPIN CUT OFF PARAMETER STUDIES" 
6.1 Introduction: 
'Ihe rat io of the cross-sections leading to the neigh-
bouring isomeric states in a part icu lar isotope can be used 
to conplement the knowledge about the nuclear reactions/ since 
the re la t ive probabi l i ty o£ forming each state of an isomeric 
pa i r seems to be governed mainly by the spin di f ference bet>?een 
the state ^^ich decays to the isomers and the spins of the 
isomeric states themselves. In ^ - r a y de-excitation of the 
excited nucleus, the multipolarity of the radiations i s mainly 
9-11) 
dipole in character, so the re la t ive population of the 
isomeric states can be a valuable guide to the spins of the 
states part ic ipating in the V'-cascade and the i n i t i a l states . 
Isomeric ratio f o r neutron capture have been used by 
soite workers^"^^ to decide which isomeric level has a spin 45) 
close to that of the capturing state. Huizenga and Vandenbosch 
have t r i ed to explain quantitat ively the isomeric cross-section 
ra t ios using the spin dependence of the nuclear l eve l density. 
The inportant parameter to study, i s the spin dependent 
part of the level density, through the analysis of the isomeric 
cross-section rat ios . The to ta l angular momentum of the nucleus 
may be thought of as a vector sum of the spin angular momenta 
and o rb i t a l angular nx>mBnta of the nucleons. The shel l model®^ 
approach g ives a reasonably good prediction of the angular 
monentum of the ground state as wel l as of the few low lying 
excited states. 'For higher excitation energies description of 
individual levels and their spins become inpracticable due to 
overlapping of states etc. At such excitation energies 
s ta t i s t i ca l model approach i s adopted and then one speaks of 
angualr rooinentuii! distribution of the leve ls in a certain small 
energy interval . On the assunption of random coupling of 
angular momenta of the nucleons within the nucleus, a s inpler 
form of the spin dependent level density was predicted 
7 8) theoretical ly a s : ' 
= {2J+1) (1) 
where 
denotes the density of leve ls with angular 
momentum J at excitation energy E. "The quantity ^(E) depends 
only on the excitation energy, and to a good approximation i t 
i s equal to f (E,0) i . e . the density of the levels at excitation 
energy E/ with angular momentum J=o. The spin distr ibution i s 
characterized by the parameter " ' ^ p ' S which i s teirmed as spin 
cutoff parameter, l l ieoretical ly i s proportional to the 
product of the moment of inert ia of the nucleus and the 
thermodynamic t^e ra tu re , and i t may depend on the excitation A energy. 
4 5) 
Presently we have used Huizenga and Vandenbosch ' 'method 
for the analysis of isomeric cross-section rat ios , to study the 
energy dependence of " Isomeric cross-section ratio fo r 
s p 
^Hh reaction has been measured at different 
neutron energies. Itie value of " ^^^ " at d i f f e rent 
excitation energies have been calculated so as to study i t s 
var iat ion with energy. Isomeric cross-sections measured f o r 
(n/2n) reactions at 14.8 MeV have been analysed to give { s'^sp'Ej^ 
The value of ( ' ^ p ) r i g calculated, taking moment of 
inert ia of the nucleus as the one corresponding to a r i g i d 
sphere. OoiTparison of ^ Sxp ^ ^ p ^rig valuable 
infoarmation about the e f f e c t of excitation energy on nuclear 
noment of iner t ia . 
6.2 Measurements: 
Isomeric cross-section rat ios f o r (n, 
reaction at neutron energies 2.0 MeV,2.6 KeV and 2.8 MeV have 
been measured using neutrons from endoergic reaction ^^H (p^n) 
2He. At 14.8 MeV isomeric cross-section rat io has been measured 
using neutrons from the exoergic reaction ^H (d,n) jHe (deta i l s 
given in chap.IV). For the production of neutrons in the 2-3MeV 
region, thin tritium target was bombarded with accelerated proton 
beam, obtained from the Van-de-Graff accelerator, B.A.R.C., 
Troitibay, India. Neutrons were monitored using Zns detector 
coupled opt ica l ly to a 6342-A photo-multipl ier tube. 
Sanple of elertental Rhodium sponge (99,99% pure, obtained 
from H/s Johnson Kathey and Co. Ltd. , London) were i r rad iated 
in zero degree forward direction re l a t ive to the proton beam. 
Since we were interested exclusively in the isomeric cross-section 
rat ios , cal ibration of the neutron f lux was not necessary f o r 
i 9 1 JL ^ J 
the present measureinents. As can be seen from the decay 
10) 104 s c h e m e i n Fig. 20, isomeric state of Rh decays to i t s 
ground state through ,100% isomeric t rans i t ion . H a l f l i f e 
of the isomeric state (4.4 min.) i s longer than that of the 
ground state (42 s e c . ) . Hence i t was poss ib l e to determine 
isomeric cross -sect ion ra t io by counting ^ - a c t i v i t y cor res -
ponding to the ground state decay. 
Ground state - a c t i v i t y of was measured using 
p l a s t i c s c i n t i l l a t o r in conjunction with a 6342A photo-
mul t ip l i e r tube and a four hundred channel analyzer in the 
mult iscaler mode. Due to large area of the p l a s t i c s c i n t i -
l l a t o r , background counts in present measurements were large 
and consequently increased s t a t i s t i c a l counting e r ro r . "The 
decay curves of i r rad ia ted Rhodium obtained at incident neutron 
energies 2.0 MeV, 2,6 KeV and 2.8 MeV, are shown in Fig. 32 
to 34. At energies 2.6 and 2.8 KeV a 16 sec. a c t i v i t y i s a lso 
obtained which corresponds to the {n,d,) reaction 
product. iTie e3Q>ression used f o r the determination of isomeric 
cross-section ra t io i s given 
^ (2) 
^ ^ ^ CT .g - 'Xw .K^ -e -^ i i ^o 
"J^here the various symbols have the sante msanings as 
described in chap. I I , sec.3. Deta i l s of individual measurements 
at d i f f e r e n t energies are given below: 
COMPOSITE DECAY OF '^ '^ '^Rh & '^"^^Rh 
(N£(/Tm/^ fmfiey 2 Mev) 
B A C K G R O U N D 
o 
FIG. 5 2 
I04m I04q ^ ^ 10Q» 
ICOMPOSITE DECAY OF Rh, ^Rh & Tc 
(NfUTRON £Ne/l6y 2-6 A^&v) 
16 sec. 
I S O 200 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 
TIME ( S E C . ) -
600 7 0 0 8 0 0 
J 
COMPOSITE DECAY OF ' ^ ^ ' " R h , 
Emuey Z'6 Aie!/) 
1 2 2 
Neutron Energy - 2 '^^ eV 
te = 10 mln. 
1.000 
0.793 
0.832 
j!^ = 640 + 40 
Aw, = 70 + 30 
3.5 (1 + .42) 
= 8.5 + 3.6 
Neutron Energy - 2.6 KeV 
te = 10 min. 
= 1400 + 60 
Air, = 150 + 40 
9 (1 + .375) 
= 9 + 3 . 5 
cx-vxd 
1.5 + .4 
Neutron Snergy - 2.8 MeV 
and 
te = 6 ^nin. 
0.610 
= 1800 + 60 
Am = 140 + 40 
9.5 ± 3.0 
+ 0.26 
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•UrTie results of isoneric cross-section ratios f o r 
i n , ^ ) reaction are tabulated in table IX. 
A graph i s p lotted betv?een isomeric cross-section rat io 
/ ''sTw) against incident neutron energy f o r 
reaction and i s shown in Fig. 35. From the graph i t 
appears that our values of the rat io are l a rger than g m E*t> 
13) 
those reported by Csikai et a l . Since Csikai et a l . have 
not mentioned the various errors involved in their measurements, 
i t i s possible that within the l imits of the errors our values 
may be overlapping with their values. As i s clear from the 
f igure, in general the ratio ( " ^ - Z d e c r e a s e s with energy. y ™ 
The results of (n,2n) isomeric cross-section ratios are 
tabulated in table X. The deta i l s of measurement etc . f o r 
(n,2n) isoiteric cross-sections are given in chap. V. 
Detai ls of Analysis; 
The various factors upon which isomeric cross-section 
rat io depends ares 
1) the spin of the compound nuclear state. 
2) the nuitiber and the type of steps in the de-excitation 
of the compound state 
3) the angular momenta carr ied away at each step 
4) the probab i l i ty of forming states of d i f f e rent spin 
during each step of cascade 
5) the spins of the isomeric states. 
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The d i s t r ibut ion o f the angular jnomenta in the corrpound 
nucleus formed by the capture of incident neutron of energy 
given by the equation^^^ 
1+6 Tc+S 
P C T e , E ) ^ C ^ ^ t - i - 0 2 : 51. Te CEv.) <3) 
Where P ( J ^ , E ) i s the r e l a t i ve p robab i l i t y of the 
formation of the compound state with angular momentum J^; 
J and s are the spins of the target nucleus and the incident 
pa r t i c l e respect ive ly ( f o r neutrons spin s = ) . Tg^  (E) are 
the transmission coe f f i c i en t s at the neutron bombarding 
energy E^. In the second stage of the nuclear reaction/ 
conpound nucleus de -exc i tes through one of the various poss i b l e 
modes. 
In the case of in,Y) reaction, de -excitat ion takes 
place only through V^rays cascade. The '/-rays cascade i s 
e 9-11) 
b e l j ^ ed to consist of mostly dipole radiat ions . So the 
red i s t r ibut ion of angular w v n i e Y i t f l i a f t e r each step of •/-cascade 
« 
i s determined by the p robab i l i t y P^ - , o f going from 
"^ c Jc + 
a state of spin J to a state of spin J + 1. The p robab i l i t y c o 
J + 1 , ^^ c c 
^^  
s ind l a r l y ^^^^^ 
12() 
and 
P ^ ( J Q - ^^ 
^ c ^ ^ c ' ^ - + 1) + <?(J ) + ^(J - » ) 
T^?here ^(J) denotes spin dependent part of the density 
7 8) and to a good appix>xiination may be expressed by * 
U j ) oC (2J+1) ExpI- (J4is)V2 (5) 
I t i s assumed that with the einission of l as t i f - ray ,, 
only two states/ namely the ground state and the metastable 
state are populated. Last V^-ray populates either the high 
spin state or low spin state, depending on which transit ion 
has a small spin change. 
The mult ip l ic i ty of the "t^-rays (the average number of 
Y^-rays emitted by a nucleus of excitation energy EQ)may be 
given as 16) 
V ^ h JoIJ^ (6) 
In the (n# 2n) reactions the decay of the coitpound nucleus 
takes place in three steps. In the f i r s t twp stages emission 
of two neutrons take place one a f t e r another/ and then the 
f i na l nucleus de-excites emitting dipole ^T-radiations. with 
the emission of the f i r s t neutron an intermediate conpound 
nucleus c> i s formed. The redistr ibution of the spins in the 
conpound nucleus " c ' " may be obtained using the expression 
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^itiere P ( J ^ — J ^ , , E ) i s the re la t ive probabi l i ty of the 
transit ion from a state with angular^J^ in the coitpound nucleus 
"c" to a state with angular momentum J^, in intermediate 
conpound nucleus c ' . denotes the energy of the emitted 
neutrons and can be replaced by the energy corresponding to 
the maximum energy of the evaporation spectrum. To a good 
approximation this value can be taken as where T^^ i s the 
nuclear teirperature of coirpound nucleus c" and i s correlated 
with the excitation energy E^, by the re lat ion 
= E^ - ~ - 2T, c c c ' 1 
or 
aTj = ^ - - 2Tj 
where ' a ' i s the leve l density parameter and i s taken to 
be (1/8) A. S^ i s the binding energy of the l as t neutron in 
the cortpound nucleus C and i s the pair ing energy of the 
nucleus C . Last neutron binding energies and pair ing energies 
were taken from r e f . 17 & 18). 
Prom equation (8) one gets 
Ti = i n l + a ( V 6 e . ) ^ 
a ^ 
(9) 
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Similarly the emission of second neutiron from the coitpound 
nucleus C takes place. T^e energy of the second neutron can 
be taken as s 
En2 = 2T2 
and aTj + 2T2 = E^, - S^, - S^ (10) 
where S^, i s the binding energy of the l a s t neutron in 
corrpound nucleus c ' , and S^ i s pair ing energy.in the f i na l 
nucleus. The re lat ive probabi l i ty —* J£> E) can be 
calculated in an analogous way as described in formula (7 ) . 
The re lat ive probab i l i ty of formation of a f i n a l nucleus 
with spin J^ i s given by 
P j J ^ E) (11) 
f c* c 
The f i na l nucleus decays by the emission of dipole 
"t^rays. The mult ip l ic i ty of V-rays and the redistr ibution 
of spins a f t e r each step of cascade c ^ be calculated in a 
similar way as described in the case of (n, Y )^ reaction, 
2 
Theoretical ly can be re lated to the moment of 
inert ia I , by the equation^^^ 
(12) 

o ? 
in 
JL 
t? 
•0 
N 
03 tf) 
(D 
iZ 

12:' 
* * 
where T is the nuclear teirperature. 
The ^•jell knovm forrrula for the r i g i d body moment of 
iner t i a i s given by 
I , =2/5 (13) r i g 
""/here m i s the nucleonic mass; A and R correspond to the atomic 
' ft . and radius of the nucleus. Transmission coe f f i c ient fo r 
neutrons were taken from Ref.20). 
6.4 Results and Discussion: 
For (n, reaction values of i> comes out to he"6 fo r 
neutron energies 2.0 LeV to 2.8 r-eV a n d f o r 14.8 .^eV neutrons. 
Isomeric cross-secticn rat ios are calculatcd for =2/3,4 and sp 5 and ^ =i»/6,3 in the 2 ^eV region. At 14.8 TeV this cross-
section ratio i s analysed for = 3,4,5 and 7)= sp 
Isorreric cross-section rat ios are plotted against f o r 
d i f f e rent values of V and are shown in Fig. 36 to 39. Dotted 
l ines show the erperi rent a l l y jreasured values. The values 
o f t "^ -^ t*) were obtained by the comparison of theoretical 
values with the experimental resul ts . In doing so theoret ica l ly 
predicted values of V were used. These values of i ^ ) w h e n sp JiXp 
Nuclear temperature (T) and therm.odynamic tem^^erature ( t ) 
19) are t w d i f fe rent quantities and may be given by expressions 
i = l e log N(5) (a) and i = log f (S) (b) 
where N(T3) i s tota l number of levels with excitation 
energies less than E. Fromi equation (a) and (b) we get 
1 = (1 . ^ ) 1 
T ^ ^ dE ' t 
However for apprecia'ble excitatiori energies ^Tnere 
essent ia l ly ej<ponential behaviour the two temoeratures are equal 
32 
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plotted against incident neutron energy (Fig.40) do not show 
SLny appreciable variation in the value of with energy. 
sp 
For (n,2n) reactions at 14.8 KeV, isomeric cross-section 
tit\oswere calculated ^gp= 3»4,5 and V= 1,2,3 and 4. Figs.41 
to 43 show how the spin distr ibut ion i s e f fected by the 
emission of the f i r s t and second neutron fo r d i f f e rent values 
of results of analysis are p lotted in the form of 
graphs between the isomeric cross-section rat ios and f o r 
d i f f e rent values of 25(see Fig. 44 to 47). Dotted l ines in 
these f igures show ejcperimentally measured isomeric c ross -
section rat ios . Our values are general ly 3 + 0 . 5 
SJP © X P " " and are in agreement with the values of ^ g p obtained by other 
fo r (n,2n) reactions in the 14 MeV region. 
Values of ^rig been calculated theoretical ly^taking 
moment^inertia of the nucleus corresponding to i t s r i g i d body 
value The value i s the mean of the two values 
obtained at tenperatures T^ ^ and T j . ' As can be seen from table X 
^^p^ejcp general ly smaller than i'^pJj^ig values. 
Probably i t i s due to general ly noted fact that at lower 
excitation energies "Permi gas model" does not hold good, since 
residual interactions are s i gn i f i cant . Consequently.moment 
of ine r t i a i s reduced by a certain factor from i t s r i g i d body 
value 
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The drawbacks of the present method of calculating 
the value of • * are the following s sp 
1) In the present analysis i t i s assumed that the value of 
remains constant through out the de-excitation of the sp 
19) cortpound nucleus. Theoretically i t i s predicted that 
(^^cC 1. T (14) sp 
As both I and T may depend on energy, #MBiZ)iK€Qa»0 o3 may also ' sp 
depend upon the energy. However, so f a r there i s no evidence 
avai lable which indicates the var iat ion of with excitation sp 
energy. 
2) At lower excitation energies correlations between the 
nucleons are s igni f icant and hence a more correct expression 
fo r leve l density must be used. Recently few workers have 
studied isomeric rat ios using superconductor model?^'^^^ 
***** 
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Summary. — jSToutron-aoiivation oross-scctions have been measured 
for 19 oases at 24 keV, A Sb-Be photoneutroii souice was used for tliese 
measurements. The vahie of the average level spacing I ) has been 
estimated for those oases using statistical theorj^ of nuclear i-eaotion. 
These estimated values of average level spacing have been compared with 
the experimental values wherever they arc known f j om low-energy 
resonance parameter data. An agreement between these two sets of 
values is found. 
1. - Introduction. 
The (n, y) cross-sections at 24 keV have been measured by many work-
ers C"®). The present work was midertaken to complete the (n, y) cross-section 
data at 24 keV. An intense antimony-beryllium pliotoneutron source along 
with a low-background beta-counting setup was used for the study of these 
cross-sections. All these cross-sections have been measured relative to that 
of Avhose ci'oss-seetion was taken equal to 0.82 b ('). The present 
measurements also include some jji'eviously mcasui'ed cases. For these cases 
our results are in agreement Avith earlier reported values. 
(1) A . K . CHAUBEY and M . L . SEHGAL: Nucl. Phys., 66, 267 (1965). 
(2) A . K . CIIAUBBY and M . L . SEHGAL: Phys. Bev., 1 5 2 , 1055 (1966). 
( » ) R . L . MACKLIN, N . H . LAZOE and W . S. L Y O N : Phys. Bev., 1 0 7 , 504 (1957). 
( « ) E . BOOTH, W . P . BALL and M . H . MACGEBGOE: Phys. Bev., 1 1 2 , 226 (1958). 
J. P. VEEVT-RH: Nucl. Phys., 9, 669 (1959). 
C) V . N . KONONOV, l u . IA. STAVISSKI and V . A . TOLISTIKOV, Jown. Nucl. En-
ergy, A l l , 46 (1959). 
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The measured (n, y) cross-sections were used to estimate tlie value of aver-
age level spacing D. Using the earlier results of CIIAUEEY and SEHGAL 
the value of the parameter | = Dj inF^ was calculated knowing the experi-
mental value of the cross-section. The value of D was found in those cases 
where the value of was known ('). These estimated values of D are com-
pared with the experimentally observed values of D, wherever they are known ('), 
and a good agreement between the two values is found. 
2. - Results. 
The experimental procedure, errors in the measurements and formula used 
are the same as described earlier ('). The Sb-Be photoneutron source was ob-
tained from Bhabha Atomic Eesearch Centre, Trombay, Bomba,y and the 
flux of the neutrons was greater than 10' neutrons/s. The elements studied 
TABLE I. - Neutron capture cross-sections at 24 KOV, relative In 
[ xaigei. 
[nucleus X 
" C I 
e^Cu 
'^ As 
8'Rb 
8»y 
98Mo 
i20Sn 
148Nd 
i">Er 
aosipl 
Half-hto of 
1 
15 h 
2.3 min 
38 min 
13 h 
26.5 li 
18 min 
64 li 
67 li 
27 
41 
h 
min 
9.5 min 
2.8(1 
1.3 min 
21 min 
60 d 
1.9 li 
12 min 
7.8 h 
4.3 min 
(а) See ref. ('). 
(б) See ref. (•). 
(c) See ref. ('). 
(d) See re£. {•). 
Cross-section a 
(mb) 
1.65± 
3.36 ± 
3.12± 
110 
310 
25 
25 
110 
77 
195 
220 
700 
5.4 
3.1 
575 
165 
126 
255 
30 
0.48 
1 
1 
10 
20 
5 
5 
15 
11 
50 
65 
70 
1.3 
1.6 
50 
35 
25 
30 
Karlier leported values a 
(nib) 
1 . 0 ± 
1 .4± 
1 . 1 ± 
116 
740 
76 
28 
209 
± ± ± ± ± 
0.2 C), 
0.2 C), 
0.2 C), 
ISC). 
70 C). 
15 C), 
21 n, 
] . 7 2 ± 0.34 ('-) 
2.6 ± 0.22 (<•) 
3.71 ± 0.74 (") 
105 
650 
29 
± 21(") 
± 160 (") 
± ec) 
415 ± 98 (« 
950 ±100 (0 ) . 810 -|^  260('' 
456 ± 46 C), 2,30 ± ] 0 0 ( " ) 
298 ± 30 C) 
(') Neutron Cross-Sections, BNL-325, second edition, supplement No. ] , J 960. 
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were obtained from Johnson Mathey & Co. Ltd., London and Avcre more than 
99.9% pui'c. The half-lives of various activities, the energies of the beta-par-
ticles emitted and their branching ratios were taken from literature The 
irradiation time of different elements was so chosen as to minimize the com-
plexities which could have arisen due to mixture of undesired activities. 
The measui'ed cross-sections are shown in Table 1. The earlier reported 
values of the cross-sections are also shown in the same Table wherever they 
are known. In case of ^^ Cu, ^^Y, ^"Sb, and ^^ sgb and ""Er our cross-section 
values are in agreement with those of B o o m gi al. (") and MjiCiCLiw et al. (=), 
respectively. In "A l cross-section value is in agreement with that of VKRVIBK 
Jn "CI, and "Kb cross-section values are in agreement with those of 
KONOIS'OV et al. Avhile in "'Te and "As our values of capture cross-sections 
completely disagree with other reported values. 
3. - Estimation of average level spaoing. 
The expression for (n, y) cross-section, using statistical theory can be given 
as 
Tci (1) Y) = J) I [T.iJ^) 1 ' 
!' n 
where I is the spin of the target nucleus, j is the channel spin, J is the spin of 
a level in the compound nucleus, is the de Brogiie wavelength of incident 
neutron, is the energy of the w-th excited state, T^ is the transmission coef-
ficient foi' the ?-th partial wave, V is the angular momentum of the emitted 
neutron and e;f, is the statistical factor. $ is defined as Dj^nry, where and 
T) are radiation width and average level spacing respectively. 
In our previous paper values of i were calculated from eq. (1) by put-
ting values of y) and other quantities involved in the equation, for 72 
cases. A graph was then plotted between a and log|. I t was seen that log | 
varies with a almost exponentially. Using the grajjhs (') between a and log| 
we have estimated the value of | for all the nuclei for which a is measured in 
the present case. From these values of i, D can be calculated, if one knows 
the value of ('). 
{®) Nuclear Data Sheets, National Academy of Science, N.E.C., Washington D.C. 
(1960-1964). 
(8) D . STKOMINGER, J . M . HOLLANDER and GR. T . SEABOKG: Bev. Mod. Fhys., 30, 
585 (1958). 
(10) B . MAEGOLIS: Fhys. Bev., 88, 327 (1952). 
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The values of average level spacing estimated are shown in Table IJ under 
column Z)^,. Average level spacing can also be obtained from low-energy reso-
nance parameters ('). These experimentally observed values (D^ )^ are also tab-
iilated in Table IT, A^herever they arc knoA\n. 
TABLE I I . - J comparison of estimated and observed leoel spacAiu/. 
Target nucleus A. (cV) X'ob (eV) 
2300 ± 15 
" A s 320 ± 40 174 ± 1 
" R b sigoiS" 4275 ± 50 
ssy 51901^ " 7500 ± 150 
»8Mo 860 ± no 480 ± 20 
120t\ll 425 ± 18 
y^otll 62.5 ± 0.9 
sei^ e" 26 ± 0.6 
"sgb 49 ± 9 52.5 ± 1 
290iI2 
ISONd 
i70Er 105 ± 26 
aostpj 19501^325° 
In case of "Eb, '^'Sb and the experimentally obseivcd 
value of D is in agreement with the estimated value. Jn case of '^As and "^Mo 
the agreement between the tAvo values is not good. In case of "'"'Sn and '^'Sn 
the measured cross-sections are for ground state and isomeric state respecHvelv. 
Cross-sections for the population of isomeric state of ^ '^Sn and gi'ound state of 
are not known at this energy. When contribution due to these states is 
also taken into account this will increase the cross-section value shown in Table I 
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and licnce \\-ill lower the value of D^ ^ making a good agreement with B^ .^ In 
the case of '^ '-Sn, ' "Nd, ""Er and values of D^ ^ are not knoA\n. Therefore 
it is not possible to make a coniparision, while in the case of "JSTa, "A1 and 
"01, values of 1\ are not knoAvn and hence avei'age level spacing could not be 
estimated in these cases. From this comparison it is seen that if one knows 
capturc cross-section for any case the value of D can be calculated immediately 
by using our graph between c vs. logl^. 
.i! a-
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E I A S S U F T O (*) 
Si sono misu] ato, lo sozioni u'urto d'attivaziono uoiitronica per 19 casi a 24 keV. 
Si e usata. poi qucsle imsuic. iiiifi sorgcnuc lii fotoneutroni di Sb-Be. Si e valutato per 
'jiiosti casi iJ valoio medio della dislanza dei livelli D, iisando la teoria statistioa 
dello roazioiii iiuoleaii. Si sono confrontati i valori otteniiti con quelli sperimontali ogni-
qualvolta oiario noti dai dati dei paraniotii delle risonanzc di bassa enorgia. Si trova 
aocoido fra i duo gruppi di dati. 
(*) Traduzione a cura della nedazione. 
M3yHeHHe cpeflHcro paccTOHHHH Mewfly ypoansiMH m nonepeHHoro 
ceMeHHH saxeara HeuTpoHOB. 
Pe3K)Me (*)• — BHUH HswepeHW nonepeiHbie ceieHHa HeiTpoHHOift aKXHBauHH fljia 19 
cnynaeB npn 24 k3B. ^jih 3THX HSMepeHHH 5biJi iicnonb30BaH (J)OTO-HeHTpoHHiiiH HCTO-
HHHK Sb-Be. McnoJibsysi craTHCTHMecKyio xeopHK) HflepHbix peaKijHft, 6biJia oneHeHa 
BenHiHHa c p e f l H e r o p a c c T o a H H J i D MeJKfly ypoBHHMH a n a 3THX cjiynaeB. 3 T H oueHeHHwe 
BenHHHHH cpeflHero paccxoHHHH Meway ypoBuaMH 5bimi c p a B n e H b i c 3 K c n e p H M e H T a n b -
HbiMH BejiHHMHaMH, noBCK3fly rjie OHH HSBecrabi h3 aanHbix ahh napaMexpoB pesoHaHca 
npH HH3KHX SHcprHHx. nojiyHeiio corjiacMC Meac^ y STHMH flByMH CMCxeMaMH BeJiHiHK. 
(') Uepeeedeiw pedaKifueii. 
